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FOREWORD

This report details the work performed under the direction of

Dr. S. V. Shelton at the School of Mechanical Engineering, Georgia

Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, under Contract No.

F08635-70-C-0129 with the Air Force Armament Laboratory, Eglin Air

Force Base, Florida 32542. Lieutenant William S. Bulpitt (DLDL)

was program manager for the Armament Laboratory. This effort was

conducted during the period from 15 July 1970 to 15 July 1972. The

first 12 months were devoted to modeling the heat transfer mechanism

in gun barrels; during the second 12 months this model and its

results were used to aid in understanding erosion in gun barrels

aid its reduction by particle seeding (TiO 2) of the propellants.

This report is divided into two parts. Part I - Analytical

Model of Heat Transfer in Gun Barrels consists of Section II through

VI, and Part II - Particle Seeding Effects on Gun Barrel Heat Transfer

and Erosion consists of Sections VII through XI.

This technical report has been reviewed and .7s approved.

DALE M. DAVIS
Director, Guns and Rockets Division
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ABSTRACT

This study models tne combustion, solid propellant move-

ment, gas dynamics, projectile dynamics, transient boundary layer, heat

transfer and barrel metal temperatures in a gun barrel. This is accom-

plished by rigorous development of the coupled partial differential equa-

tions and carrying out a detailed numerical solution to these equations.

Comparison of barrel temperature solutions to experimental data is shown.

Erosion mechanisms are discussed in the light of these solutions. This

model is then used to study hypotheses concerning the heat transfer, tem-

perature, and erosion effects of submicron size solid particle additives

('rio 2 ) to gun propellants. A mechanism not previously studied offers

excellent theoretical results in explaining the reduced erosion.

Distribution limited to U. S. Government agencies only;
this report documents test and evaluation; distribution
limitation applied March 1973. Other requests for
this document must be referred to the Air Force Armament
Laboratory (DLDL), Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 32542.
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SECTION I

The objective of this study is to (1) provide a mathematical model which

can be used to predict the performance and heat transfer characteristics of

guns, or devices which produce high pressure and temperatures in an enclosed

but expanding volume by burning solid propellant and (2) utilize this model

to study the heat transfer and erosion effects of adding solid micron size

particles, such as titanium dioxide, to the propellant.

The internal ballistic model is developed by deriving the time-dependent

one-dimensional conservation equations, including the effect of skin friction

and wall heat transfer. A boundary layer analysis is carried out by deriving

the boundary layer momentum equation for a non-steady, developing compressible

flow in a tube. As a first approximation, the profile ehape fraction (ratio

of the displacement thickness and the momentum thickness) is assumed to be

a constant. The conduction heat transfer equations for the tube itself are

written and coupled with this boundary layer heat transfer analysis. Two

limiting cases of solids velocity, namely (1) the same velocity as the com-

bustion gases and (2) zero velocity, are considered.

Numerical techniques are used to solve the above equations together

with the equation of state of the combustion gas and to determine all the

ballistic properties, namely pressure, velocity, gas density, gas temperature,

volume fraction of solids, and the boundary layer thickness at each point

along the length of the tube at every time step. The heat transfer co-

efficient at the inside surface of the tube is obtained from Colburn's

analogy and the tube wall temperature is determined simultaneously, and

coupled with, the 4.nterior ballistic solution.
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Results are obtained for a typical set of input data which show that

the final projectile velocity and the time of travel for the two extreme

cases of solids velocity are quite close. The total heat loss to the tube

wall is found to be five to six percent of the input energy. Very high

values of the heat transfer coefficient (50 kcal/m -sec-°K on the average)

are found, which produce peak tube wall surface temperatures of 800 to

1000*K near the projectile standing position.

Excellent agreement between predicted and experimentally measured

single shot tube wall temperatures are found. This agreement is produced

without the use of experimentally measured interior ballistics data such

as chamber pressure versus time.

Repetitive firing calculations were made for ten to fifty repeated

firings with the tube heat transfer analysis yielding tube wall temperatures.

For fifty firings over a three second period (0.060 second/firing) the inside

tube wall peak temperature reaches 15000 K. Repeated firing bursts would pro-

duce temperatures high enough to cause melting of a very thin layer of metal.

This verifies che importance of heat transfer in the gun tube erosion process.

The possible effects of solid micron size particles on the heat transfer

from the combustion gases to the tube wall are investigated. A review of

the existing literature concerning experimental measurements on dusty

gases reveal that a reduction in wall friction and convective heat transfer

is possible in many cases. In fact, reductions up to 30 percent have been

measured, but no experimental heat transfer or friction data at the Reynolds

number, particle loading, and particle sizes applica'le to the gun tube

problem are available. If it is assumed that the particles cause a reduc-

tion of the convective heat transfer coefficient of 20 percent, the inside

2



tube wall temperature is reduced by about 1000 K, which appears as insufficient

to cause a significant reduction in erosion.

All data on wear-reducing gun propellant additives reveal that a coating

remains on the tube wall after numerous firings. A study of the insulation

effect of micron size particles forming a packed bed in the surface rough-

ness crevices of the tube wall showed that the tube metal temperatures would

be reduced by up to 300 0 K. This occurs for a surface roughness of ten

microns. It is found that sufficient particle loadings are contained in

propellants used in actual practice to supply this coating material.

This insulation mechanism hypothesis is upheld by all calculations and

is concluded to be the most probable predominate wear-reducing mechanism

of wax with Titanium dioxide particles. This deposition of particles should

therefore be optimized.
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PART I: ANALYTICAL MODEL OF HEAT

TRANSFER IN GUN BARRELS



SECTION II

INTRODUCTION

Definition of the Problem

Devices which produce hJgh pressure in an enclosed but expanding

volume by burning combustible mixture of gases or solid propellant with

the objective of performing work are common in practice. Internal

ballistics of these devices, for example the problem of the gun, have been

solved experimentally since the fourteenth century when gunpowder first

came into use [i]*. But surprisingly enough, an analytical solution which

may be used to accurately predict the performance of such devices has

not been found. This lack of mathematical model compels a designer to

choose the comparatively expensive path of experimentation, although

only limited information can be obtained from these experiments. More-

over, a large number of experiments have to be performed before a set

of optimum design parameters can be determined for a particular purpose,

and still the final result remains in question as to whether a tLuly

optimum condition has been achieved.

The problem of internal ballistics requires a modeling of the

fluid flow phenomena and heat transfer to the wall inside the expanding

volume. For simplicity, throughout this work we shall be restricted to

the special geometry of a closed cylindrical tube with a sliding piston

*Number in [ ] refers to the reference,, in Bibliography.
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at one end,as shown in Figure 1. The combustible mixture is burnt

inside the enclosed volume whereby the pressure is increased and the

piston is set into motion. The products of combustion which flow down

the cylinder behind the piston impart a considerable amount of its

energy to the piston and a fraction is lost to the tube wall. This

cools the combustion gases and modifies the pressure and flow conditions.

While heal tfansfer has some effect on the ballistic propelties,

this is probably more important with respect to the material properties

of the tube. Since the combustion gases are usually at a temperature

of 2000-30000 K, after repeated use of the device at high frequency the

wall temperature of the tube may reach a value high enough to cause

appreciable wear as the piston slides down the tube. A model of heat

transfer, which can be used to predict the wall temperature, will help

a designer to choose the cptimum design parameters which will minimize

the erosion rate.

The purpose of the present research is, therefore, to provide a

working analytical model which shall be able to predict all the ballistic

properties, namely velocity, pressure, temperature and density of the

combustion gas mixture as a function of space and time. The heat loss

to the tube wall shall be considered and the temperature distribution

at the wadl shall be derermined. This model will then allow study and

optimization of various parameters withouL ixpensive trial and error

experimentation.

7
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Related Work

Theoretical solutions to the problem of interior ballistics have

been attempted since the days of Lagrange who in 1i93 first tried to

determine the spatial distribution of pressure, density and gas velocity

in the tube at ali times after the combustion. The work available until

now can be divided into two broad categories:

(1) Semiempirical solutions which may have practical utility in

the study of familiar devices.

(2) Exact theories which attempt to include the predominate

phenomena up to a certain order of magnitude by formulating a simpic

mathematical model of the flow.

Semiempirical Solutions

The major works in this area with special application to the

guns using solid propellant are described in references I and 2

The main purpose of these works is to obtain a solution which matches

with the experimental values of peak chamber pressure and muzzle velocity

of the projectile. Only a few of the number of solutions shall be

discussed here.

Isothermal Solution. The solution as described by Corner [2] is

based on the following assumptions:

(1) The propellant stays in the chamber burning under the tube

head end (breech) pressure and the rate of burning is proportional to

that pressure.

(2) During the period of burning of the propellant, the progres-

sive cooling of the combustion gases due to the work done on the projec-

tile can be approximated by taking a mean gas temperature over this time

9



interval, corresponding to an effective mean force constant X.

(3) Uniform ga5 dansiLy and linear velocity distribution in the

space between the tube head end and piston base.

(4) Resistance to motion of the projectile can be taken into

account by introducing an inc-eased effective projectile mass instead

of actual mass.

(5) The covolume , (volume correcting term in the equation of

state of the combustion gas) is equal to the specific volume of tile

propellant material.

The expressions for b.eech pressure P, projectile velocit) V,

and projectile distance from breech face x, are given as a function of

"convenient variable" f, the form factor 0, the force constant X,

burning rate (, and central ballistic parameter M. The central ballistic

parameter M itself is a function of X, 8, initial mass and web size of

propellant, effective projectile mass, and tube diameter. The form

factor 0 depends on the geometrical shape of the propellant and the

variable "f" goes from one to zero as the propellant is burnt. Other

parameters, namely X, M and ( are chosen following a trial and error

procedure until good agreement is obtained with the experimental values

of peak pressure and muzzle velocity. The solution, however, does not

take into account the heat loss to the tube wall.

Coppock's Solution [2]. This is an extension to the isothermal

solution described above with the following modifications:

(1) Instead of taking a mean gas temperature during burning, the

analysis takes into account the kinetic energy of the projectile and that

of the gases, assuming that the combustion gases are uniform in density

10
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between the breech and the projectile and that their velocity at any

point is proportional to the distance from the breech face. The total

heat loss to the tube wall up to a particular instance of time is

assumed to be a certain fraction of the total kinetic energy of the

projectile and the gases at that instant, In Txractice, the effect of

heat loss is incorporated in the energy equation by a proper choice of

y (ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and constant volume).

(2) The gases have a constant covolume n, not necessarily equal

to the specific volume of the propellant material.

From the observed peak pressure it is possible to back-calculate

the central ballistic parameter M, and thence the burning rate ý.

The solution is superior to tht, ibuLlhrmal solution because there

is only one arbitrary part.mneter, namely the burning rate a, whose value

is selected so that the peak pressure matches the experimental data.

Moreover, the model takes into account the heat loss to the tube wall,

tho, gh in a crude fashion.

Goldie's Solution [2]. The solution follows Coppock's solutioa

described above with the only modification that the projectile is assumed

to be motionless until a "shot-start pressure" is produced inside the

chamber. If there is any resistance to motion at later times, the effect

is simulated by a change in effective shot weight.

Apart from these solutions, there are solutions which attempt to

use a better relationship between the burning rate and the corresponding

pressure. But the solutions 'till need trial and error of one or more

variables to match experimental data. Besides, there is no guarantee

as to how good the solutions will be when prediction of performance of

11



a new device is desired. Also no information regarding the ballistic

properties in between the breech face and the projectile is available

from any of these models. Even a recent publication [3] fails to pro-

vide such informations.

Exact Theories

As mentioned earlier, Lagrange took the initiative to solve the

one-dimensional problem of interior ballistics in 1793. He introduced

the "Lagrange approximation" which assumes that the gas velocity at any

instant increases linearly with distance along the tube, from zero at

the tube head end to the full projectile velocity at the back of the

piston. It is further assumed that all the propellant charge is in

gaseous form from the start and at any time the gas density is the same

at dal 7'ints. It can be shown from the equation of continuity that if

gas density is independent of position, the výlIccztv distribution is

linear; but the converse is rot necessarily true.

In other work, Hugoniot in 1889 used the theory of waves of

finite amplitude developed by Riemann in 1858, with the assumption that

all the propellant was completely burnt when the piston began to move.

He followed the resulting wave of rarefaction on its jouruey to the

tVbe head end. The method was extended by Gossot and Liouville to

follow the wave as it travels back to the piston after being reflected

from the tube head end. Finally, Love [4] carried the analysis as far

as the third wave traveling toward the breech and Pidduck r4] applied

Love's solution in the special case of internal ballistics. But all

these solutions, though completely analytical, hold good under two

important assumptions:

12



(a) Instantaneous combustion.

(b) Adiabatic expansion of each element of gas.

The assumptions may be applicable for the devices which use gaseous fuel

as propellant, say automobile engines, but for the devices using solid

propellant the assumptions are far from the real situation. In this

case, gradual burning of the propellant must be considered.

Analytical work based on most realistic assumptions has been done

by Carriere [5]. For simplicity he assumed the propellant to be station-

ary in the combustion chamber at the time of burning which is a good

assumption for cast propellant in a rocket-motor. From the basic con-

cept of conservation of mass, momentum and energy, he derived three

partial differential equations expressing gas density, gas velocity and

entropy as a function of time and distance. He transformed those

equations into three ordinary differential equations along three char-

acteristic directions in the time-space co-ordinate. Then with proper

choice of the equation of state for the combustion gas, he followed what

is commonly known as the "method of characteristics" to determine the

gas properties at any time and position. The effect of frictional losses

and heat loss to the tube wall were disregarded in the analysis.

The problem of heat loss to the tube wall has been studied by

Hicks and Thornhill in England. A fairly elaborate description of their

method has been given in both references [1] and [2]. This work is also

based on the Lagrange approximation of linear velocity distribution and

uniform gas density in between the breech face and the piston.

It can be shown that at high velocity, heat is mainly transferred

to the tube wall by convection. It is also evident that a boundary layer

13



is formed at the inner surface of the tube. The heat transfer rate per

unit area through the boundary layer :an be given as h(T -T s), where h,

T and T are the film heat transfer coefficient, temperature of the gas,g s

and temperature of the inner surface of the tube respectively. All

three quantities depend on time as well as position along the tube.

Hicks and Thornhill considered the flow in the boundary layer

to be the same as the flow over a flat plate. In internal ballistic

applications the flow is in the turbulent region most of the time.

Therefore, they used the analogy solution, as extended by Von Karman to

cover Prandtl number other than unity, to obtain a relation between the

heat transfer coefficient h and wall shear stress Tw. To get the wall

shear strcs3 they first found a "best" power law for the velocity profile

(non-dimensionalized with respect to the shear velocity Yw•7-) inside

the boundary layer which was capable of giving tile local wall shear stress

T w within three per cent of the value that could be obtained by using

more rigorous logarithmic form of the velocity p- file when applied to

steady and uniform flow situations. Then they used the boundary layer

momentum integral, including the terms due to non-steady and non-uni.orum

nature of the flow, and used the "best" power law found earlier to obtain

the local wall shear stress at all points. The heat transfer coefficient

h is then easily calculated from the analogy solution. They, however,

omitted one boundary condition that the boundary layer thickness at the

base of the piston be zero at all times.

The heat transfer in the týube iall has been calculated by using

the differential equation for unsteady heat conduction wit!, proper

boundary conditions. For the case studied by Hicks and Thornhill, i.e.

14



the first round of firing from a cold gun, the curvature effect of the

wall was neglected as the temperature rise was 'onfined within one

millimeter of the inside surface. Consequently, there was no heat loss

from the outer surface of the tube which remained at ambient temperature.

The heat conduction along the length of the barrel was also neglected.

Knowing the tube material properties, namely thermal conductivity and

diffusivity, it was possible to obtain the temperature distribution at

the inner surface of the tube along the length at all times. The free

stream values of the gas velocity, density and temperature were taken

from the one-dimensional ballistic solution.

It has been indicated in reference [2] that frictional pressure

drop is small compared to the inertia pressure drop needed to accelerate

the gas. But no analysis until now indicates quantitatively the effect

of skin friction on the ballistic properties. Even the heat transfer

solution has not been fed back to study its effect on the one-dimensional

solution.

Present Investigation

In the light of available theories, it is clear that a good one-

dimensional solution is first required to replace the Lagrange approxi-

mation, or at least check its validity for the particular problem. The

first and most formidable difficulty in writing down the one-dimensional

continuity, momentum and energy equations during the burning of the solid

propellanZ is due to the uncertainty of the relative velocity between

the gas pha,, and L11t solid phase. It i- extremely difficult to estimate

the drag exerted on the burning solid particles by the accelerating
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combustion gases. Therefore, two limiting cases of the solids velocity

have been considered in the present work:

Case I. The solid particles move at the same velocity as the

gas phase.

Case II. The solid particles remain at their initial positions

throughout the period of burning.

For both cases the conservation of mass, momentum and energy

results in four coupled partial differential equations expressing volume

fraction of solid v s, gas density p g, gas velocity U, and pressure P as

a function of axial distance x and time t. The heat release due to

gradual burning of the propellant is ta.-en into account. Atypical

propellant geometry, namely a hollow cylinder, is considered whereby

the total burning surface remains constant, although this assunption is

not essential.

The ballistic properties at the internal points axe calculated

from these equations after writing the same in finite difference form.

But to obtain the properties at the two ends, namely the tube head end

and the piston base, the equations are transformed into ordinary differ-

ential equations along the characteristic directions. The covolume of

the gas is assumed to be constant, and experimental data for burning

rate is used. As one of the initial conditions, it is assumed that the

piston does not start until a certain specified pressure is reached

inside the chamber and thereafter the piston does not experience any

resistance to motion.

The boundary layer momnentum integral for a non-steady, non-uniform,

developing flow inside a tube is derived. The profile shape factor H
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(ratio between the dtsplacement thickness 6 and momentum thickness e)

is introduced and the Ludwieg-Tillmann [6] friction factor is used. As

a first approximation, the shape factor is assumed to be constant in

the present work. The flow is in the high Reynolds number region for

which the boundary layer thickness is small compared to the tube radius.

It is therefore legitimate to replace the free stream values of gas

density and velocity by the values obtained from the one-dimensional

solution neglecting the boundary layer thickness.

The local heat transfer coefficient h is calculated by using

Colburn's analogy [7] between heat and momentum transfer. It covers

Prandtl numbers other than unity and is simple to use. The values of

viscosity and gas density at the film temperature are used. The heat

transfer in the tube wall is computed from the unsteady one-dimensional

(radial) heat conduction equation with appropriate boundary conditions.

The wall temperature is also found as a function of axial distance and

time.

The heat loss term is entered into the one-dimensional energy

equation and a comparison of ballistic properties is made with the solu-

tion without heat loss. Effect of wall shear stress is also included.

The ballistic efficiency of the piston-cylinder arrangement is compared

by varying different design parameters.
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SECTION III

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

The mathematical analysis consists of two major parts:

(I) One-dimensional analysis with gradual burning of the solid

propellant, including the effect of heat transfer and skin

friction.

(2) Formulation of the boundary layer problem and determination

of heat transfer to the tube wall.

As outlined in the previous chapter, the present analysis is

carried out for two extreme cases of solid velocity. In the first case,

it is assumed that a burning solid particle moves with the same velocity

as the combustion gases. In the second case, however, the solid particles

are assumed to be stationary at their initial positions throughout the

period of burning. Henceforth these two cases are referred as Case I

and Case II, respectively.

One-Dimensional Analysis Including

Heat Transfer and Skin Friction

Case I

The assumptions, other than that regarding the solids velocity,

which are made to simplify the model are as follows:

(1) At any instance of time, the linear speed of burning r is
b

same for all the solid particles and it is a function of the
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average pressuz-e in the chamber (space in between the tube

head end and the piston base).

(2) The solid propellants are single perforated circular cylin-

ders in shape whereby the total burning surface remains

constant during the whole period of burning.

(3) The burning rate is fast enough to consider that the temper-

ature of the remaining solids at any instance of time remains

constant at the initial temperature.

(4) The propellant material is incompressible and its coefficient

of thermal expansion is negligible.

(5) The piston starts to move only when the chamber pressure

reaches a certain value P , and thereafter the resistance to

its motion is negligible compared to the pressure force

exerted on it by the combustion gas-~s in the chamber.

The conservation equations are as follows (for derivation see

Appendix I):

Solid continuity:

at ax s ax d

Gas continuity:

at ax ( S-) Tx (1-v vd(2

Momentum:
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au u 1 3P 2,c3)a •-• P 3x pOR

m m

Energy:

Dh Dhs ~+(- p ~DP
Vss --t + (1-gs) _g Dt Dit

2hi 2twU

P (W + -- h )d -- 2-(T-T + 2 (4)"s P g d s R wi) R

where Vd is the volume rate of decrease of solids per unit cylinder
S

volinne and is given by:

Sb (Xt)r

Vd (x,t) t s b (5)
s ~ p

V p (xt)dx
0

The equation of state of the gas is:

P(v- 9 R) RT

or,

p(L_ R T (6)g g

where the gas constant R is obtained from the ratio of the universalg

gas constant R and the molecular weight of the gas M.u

It has been shown in Appendix I that under assumptions three and

four as stated earlier, the differential of enthalpy of solids per un:'t
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mass h and the differential of enthalpy of gases per unit mass h can
S g

be given by:

1

dh =- dP (7)s Ps

dh - g dl' - Y 2 dp (8)
g 7g(y-l) (y-l)p g

Substituting equations (7) and (8) into the energy equation (4):

(l-vs) (--•pg) DP (1-Vs )yP D,

(y-1) Dt (y-l)p Dt
g

-p (W + - h1)V

2h i 2t WU (9)
- Tj-(T-Tw1 ) + T

Dp
Using gas continuity, i.e. equation (2) to replace -Y in equation

Dt

(9) the final form cf the energy equation becomes:

(1-vs)(l-np ) DP + __•P n P(s-)

(y-l) Dt (v-l) 7x y-i))P d
8 s

2hi

Ps( + --o -hg)Jds - .--•(T-Tw~i)

2T U
+21R
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or,

3 aD P D U2h.7- + IY- + BI CU E (T-Tat• ax Tax = CVd - ITR TTw
s

2- U
+EI - (10)

where

yP
BI = lvs ilg (11)

yP(p -p + (Y-l)p p (W + P - h )

ssg sg g (12)
p g{(l-v )(-np }

=I (1-v s) (1-np ) (13)

The initial conditions of the conservation equations are:

Position of the piston, Lp (0) - L

U(X,0) = 0 ; P(x,O) P ; T(x,O) -T ; p (x,0) = p90

(14)

and v (xO) = V at 0 < x < L
0

where P is the pressure at which the piston starts to move, and T is the0 0

adiabatic, stagnation flame temperature of the propellant. By knowing Po

and To it is possible to determine Pgofrom the equation of state (2.6):
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Pg = RT (15

P

0

Neglecting the initial mass of air in the chamber, a mass balance gives:

m = Vs V0 Ps + (1-V s)V Pg°

or,

(m /V°) - Pg0  
(16)

so Ps-Pg90

(m /Vo) is called the "loading density."
5. 0

The boundary conditions are:

at x = 0, U(O,t) 0

and (17)

at x = L , U(L ,t) U (t)

The piston velocity U (t) is obtained from the equation of motionp

of the piston, which under the assumption five takes the following 6m:

dU P A--P = a =_2_p
dt p M (18)

The position of the piston is obtained from:
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d2x a (19)

dt2 P

The unknowns, and the corresponding equations from which they

can be calculated are listed below:

Unknown Equatiun

Volume fraction of solids, v Solid continuity, (i)s

Gas density, p Gas continuity, (2)

Velocity, U Momentum equation, (3)

Pressure, P Energy equation, (10)

Gas temperature, T Equation of state, (6)

The conservation equations, i.e. (1), (2), (3) and (10) are

written in finite difference form, and a numerical scheme which takes

into account both forward and backward space derivatives are used to

calculate the corresponding unknowns, i.e. v s, p, U and P, at all the

interior points at an advanced time by knowing the present values at and

around those points. The gas temperature, T, is then calculated from

the equation of state (6). The details of the solution technique

shall be discussed in Chapter IV.

The above solution technique, however, is not applicable to the

boundary points, i.e. the piston base end and the tube head end, as space

derivatives on both sides of these two points are not available. This

necessitates the transformation of the conservation equations tc ordinary

differential eqvations along characteristic directions, i.e. to folloq

the "method of characteristics" [8].
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P-U Charac .£istic. The energy equation (10) is:

DP + Uý-P + B U -C 2h (T-
at x Iax I d -I R(Tw

S

2T U
+ E1 RW

I R

Multiplying the momentum equation (3) by an arbitrary constant X:

2T

Px m at max R (20)

Adding equation (20) to equation (10):

r + (U+X) + (\p. m + (BI +XpU)

2h

wI

"CI d I E1 (-w,i)

+ - [U- x] (21)

To obtain the characteristic directions, the value of X shall be such

that:

dt 1. APM.
- - n-dx U+\ BI+XPm U

12 1 (22)
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Dividing equation (2.21) by /'+(U+X) 2 and using

1 + (+X) 9 d
1+(U+A)z at _(U 2 =x dn,C

where n corresponds to X1 , i.e. positive sign of X, and • corresponds

to X2, i.e. negative sign of x, the equation (21) becomes.

dP + x[ dU I ! C
d ,1 1,2 m d-,ý Vi+(U+X)z IId

2h. 2T
-E 1 R(T-T wO) + -R'(E IU-) 1 (23)

Now,

An,C _ V(Ax)z + (At)7 = At rjT(u+-X) (24)

dt i
Therefore, along n-characteristic, i.e. d-x +

I M

S~2hi

AP + p r m7 AU = C -E1 (T-Tw)
Is

+2 (E2 U - As I/•-) At (25)
R I MIj

and along '-characteristic, i.e. d - 1
dx

Im
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2h,
AAUf)VI,/_ AUE -(T-T .

m~-V7 ILm d I R '

2T
+ (E 1 U + /B m L~t (26)

P-pg Ch~aracteristic. By rearranging equation (9),

D 9P P(1-np ) +ý (1) 5 gh --- W)

D xyP I ýt u~ X ( - 'v s)YP dS

+ [2h T-Tw,) w(27)
(l-Vs)Y P LR R,

Dividing this equation by Vr1ITW and using,

1 + U 3 d

i t r,+ x dt

and

Aý -ý(AT~o )7'= At /1-+U-

dt I
along a particle path, i.e. dx =U

(l-~p) y-1p 0(i - - W)

Ag yP LP+ - (1-v S)yP d sA

+ (Ylp9 21 (T-Tw 2) -A (28)
(1-v' )YP R wi R J
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Vs-pg Characteristic. From equation (2)

DU - (l-Vs) [a +-f~ i (29)

a% Pg L at UXEx] + g 9 ds (29)

Substituting this expiession for x in solid continuity (1):

V av V(l-vs) F• +i a + r sps+(l-s)Ip-3-i u u- + =l 0 (30)

at ax pat Ox d L(0•t • g x g Vs

Proceeding in the same fashion as for the P-p characteristic, one
S

obtains:

dt 1
Along a particle path, i.e. dx :

Vs(l- V s) PM
l- v Ap - - v At (31)

sP 9 P ds
s g g g ds

The procedure of solving the above characteristic equations arl discussed

in Chapter IV.

Case II

In this case the solid propellant particles are assumed to be

stationary at their initial po~itions throughout the period of burning.

The linear speed of burning rb, is same for all the solid particles and

is a fum:ttion of the average pressure in the space between the tube heal

end and the initial position of the piston Lo. The rest of the assumptions

are the same as those for Case I.

The conservation equations in this case are (See Appendix I for

derivation):
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Solid continuity:

av
-s+ = 0 (32)at d

S

Gas continuity:

S ap au (P -P ) p U avIPg + •U-x + p .7-- + l_(33s

at ;X 9x (1-v s) d (-v) ax (33)

Momentum:

a_•u~ + P •u 2Tw
gt ax Pax (1-V )P Vd (1-Vs)PgR (34)
g s g s gs

Energy:

Dh DP U2

s Dt - (1-Vs)7t Ps(W +- + h g )VdPs

i U2--i (T-T 2Tw 
(35)

R W,i R

As none of the solid parti,.les moves beyond L 0 d can be expressed as:
s

"Vd "b (A s rb (36)

-- s p 0
v dx
29
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The same equation of state, i.e. equation (6) is used and by succes-

sive use of equation (8) and (33) the final form of the energy

equation (35) becomes:

3B + IIU Dv
-t + x +II Tx II d (i-Vs) ax

2h. 2T U1 w
-El 1  (T-Twi) + Ell R (37)

where

B = YP (38)

U2

yp0s0) (_)O~ (W + P- + 72- hg

CI 9 sg (i39)l-pg
C1  p {(l-v )(l-np )}

E11  (1-vs)(l-rpg) (40)

The initial and boundary conditions are the same as those for Case I.

The characteristic equations are also required to calculate the ballistic

properties at the two ends.

P-U Characteristic. The procedure is exactly same as Case I, Multiplying

the momentum equation (34) by an arbitrary conoant X, and adding to

the energy equation (37) one obtains:
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P + (U+X)-xL + [XPg au + (Bll+XOgU) xU]

B IIU U v PsU
IId (l-vs) ax (i-Vs) Vd

2h. 2TEi '(T-Twi + - [EIIU (ls 41

The characteristic directions are such that:

dt 1 Xog
dx U+A BII+XPgU

.•. I, B + YP (42)

1,2 g - g(1-npg)

From solid continuity, i.e. equation (32)

avs

a -d (43)

BI U avs

By adding and substracting -- on the right hand side of_1v )(U+X) at
equation (41)

rp+ (U+X)2.E + kP [ U+X +

B U av d B U av
5 +

PsU 2h 2-1
+CIl~d - 5 sV - Ei---(T-T ) + ---

(44)
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Dividing equation (2.44) by .fl+(U+X=) and using

1 a+ (U+X) 3 d

vl+ il+(u+\) Dtx -n,

yields the relation:

cii dUB U dV
dP + dp II s

dn, E l,2 g dn,ý (1-V )(U+X) dyi

1p UX B IU

+ - I [ c (1-v (1-V T- )(U+)X) d

2h ET- {ý!TT E U - (45)
IIR Wi R II (1-V )j

Therefore, along -n-characteristic, i.e. dx U1

AP +p a AU AV
g(1-v ) (U+a) s

PU BIL-+ 4 A
+1 [V a 1- ) (1-v )(U+a)J Vd At

-hi(T-T )At+- [TWE U - a At (46)
ITR w'i R I (-s

and along C-characLeristic, i.e. dx U-
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BIU
AP- p a AU AV

g (1-V (U-a) s

P sU + B IIU
+ LCII + a (,_v + (1-V S)(U-a)J d sA

2hi 2-c

E -•-:(T-Ti)At + EiU + [lasU] At (47)

P-P& Characteristic. Using equation (8) in equation (35) an alter-

native form of energy equation is:

ap p pg(i-npg) P -]

ata+ U [LP + ' ?

2

(Y -)PsPg (hg - w - P - E_

+ (1-v s)YP s ds

(y-l)pg 2hi 2twU

+ -L-(T-Tw, ) 2T (48)

(1-) )YP LR -iRj

Proceeding in exactly the same manner as for Case I, along a particle

path, i.e. dt 1 I

(h L2A P gwPa(1-nPg (9- a s9g h - P s 2)

g yP (1-vs )yP Vd At
S S

(1-V I (T-TwYi) R (49)
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V at the piston base is always zero after the piston starts moving andS

Sat the tube head end can be obtained from equation (32) alone.

Boundary Layer Analysis

The boundary layer part of tue entire analysis did not receive

much attention in the past because of the nonsteady and nonuniform

nature of the free stream flow. The flow is generally in the turbulent

region with pressure gradient in the direction of the flow and a large

temperature difference across the boundary layer. Also, in Case I a

gas-solid mixture flows down the tube; hence the analysis is more

complicated. A number of attempts [8, 10, 11, 12] have been made in

the past to model the mechanism of heat transfer in a gas-solid mixture

with various solid particle sizes and loading ratios (w s/w ). It has

been found that the effect of the solids on convective heat transfer is

prominent for micron-size particles wheieas for millimeter size the

effect is not appreciable. The present problem deals with the solid

propellant of millimeter size and most of the time it burns out completely

long before the piston reaches the end of the tube. It has also been

found from the study of Hicks and Thornhill [2] that the boundary layer

"thickness ts small comp-red to the tube radius. Therefore, to simplify

the model, it is assumed that the solids always stay in the core of the

flow and never enter into the thin bound.ry layer at the wall.

In the present study, an integral approach is preferred to a

differential approach to keep the model relatively simple and tractable.

The boundary layer momentum integral for the nonsteady and nonuniform

compressible flow inside a tube as derived in Appendix II is:
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I;

t---•t(U-u)r drJ + pu(U.-u)r dr + p(U.-u)r dr --

R-6 R- 6I,-

=R6- ý- 7IxI + P f C + P f Uo -x 1
+ t R (50)

Defining 6 = Displacement thickness

and , = Momentum thickness

such that,

pfU= j 2iizdr --

* f .r r (U.-u)dr
R-•* R-6

or,

* R

PfUR6&( - f) - r(U.-u)dr (51)

R- 6

and

2 R

PfU0/ 2Tr dr p 21Tr u(U-u)dr

R-O R-

or,

R
PfU2R0(1 - TR) = u r(U.-u)dr (52)

R-6
6

and using the definition of the profile shape factor H - , and for
, 0

a thin boundary layer 1, T << 1, T 1, the momentum integral

equation (50) becomes,
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DU

au au~
.R6 P+ a + pfU j

or,

e H au"aPf 2O
f at aR t + f Pt +fU R + + wR(a5
D n e uat o "ft ft x

au' 2 DP f ;U~
+ 2p U R +U U :I %-- + UfRHO-f -eTTx f ax

Frap au 3UO* )

R6 +w 2 (53)

Lah3x f a t f liex j Wr (53)

Dioiding equation (53) by prf U ( RHO :

T t ui Dt u .at- 7t- Ho-a x Ha7x- + fHa aW+'X-

__ 3p_ + r a uT au. + Tw (54)
P + eXUH
JfU ~~ Lax+Pfat+P f~ x CUO

From the study of steady compressible turbulent boundary layers by

Resbotko and Tucker [13], it is likely that for moderate Mach number

flow encountered in this problem (',, < 1.5), the percentage change in

the shape factor, i.e. I- , is small compared to the percentage change
1 at

in momentum thickness, 1 Le As a first apprun Lmation, therefore, the

shape far-tor, 11, is assumed to be a constant. A more rigorous approach

would be to derive another auxiliary equation, say moment of momentum
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integral 14 ] to obtain an expression for - " However, derivation of

such an equation for the nonsteady case is extremely complicated and

therefore neglected in the present work.

For thin boundary layers, U,, U ; T T and the film

temperature,

T+T
Tf 2 (55)

The gas density at the film temperature, pf, can be evaluated from the

equation of state (6), and the final form is:

T# f g

Qf - 1+flPg(j J-l (56)

Tf

Equation (54) finally becomes:

D U Oe Tw Fi f3p U +f 1 3U (H+2) DU]1

+~- 0~ ++U P + H1
L-- H fx + pf-t pfH 3 U t H D

6 F aP au ml U 1(7
+ f •P+ iiii +Pf (57

The initial condition is: 6(x,O) = 0.

The boundary condition at thc. piston end is e(L pt) -0, which is

obvious from the fact that all the particles at the piston base are at

the full piston velocity all the time. The condition at the tube head

end shall be established later.

It is assumed t iat the entire flow is in the turbulent region

and the wall shear s vess can be obtained from the Ludwieg-Tillmann
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friction factor [6], which was developed fxjm a series of experiments

with all types of p.re•ssure gradients. The origiral expression which

holds good for incompressible flow with small terperature differences

across the boundary 'ayer is:

C T w = 0.246 x 10-0.678H _ -0.268 (58)

Cf 1-2 U 0261 00)

In the present work, the expression is slightly modified by using

the fluid properties (p, p) at the film temperature, T,, instead of the

free stream temperature, T., to take into account the effect of property

variation across the boundary layer. The expressions 'or local friction

coefficient, Cf, and local shear stress at the tube wal), Tw, used in

the present work are:

1Cf = 2A B
(Re0 )B

(39)
T= Ap0U 2  1
w f (Re B

where

0. 123 fU e
A 0.123 B = 0.268; Re = -

io0.678H e 0 1

Using the above expression for wall shear stress in equation (57) , and

multiplying equation (57) by (l+B)0B
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IF

B

30 U 30 + (1+B)-.-- U(1B)a-t -- -T H Bx--
Pf

- (lBf U apf f i + U + (H+2) aU]

aI f 3t P f Rax U at H xj

+ (1+B) C 0l 1 P + i a]U (60)1 I U Jx U a-t a x 0

u:here

1

0 (1+B) or, 0 0  -(1+B

and, (61)

C 1

At the tube head end, U - 0 and the equation (60) becomes:

[ 1 Pf I aP I au (u2) a(61

+ (1+B) 0 C 7Plx -l (2

and at t - 0, 0 - 0. This implies that at the tube head end, 3, i.e.

momentum thickness or boundary layer thickness is zero at all times.

The equation (60) is applicable to both Case I and II for

computing momentum thickness 0, and thence the friction coefficient,
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Cf, at each station in the axial direction at each time step.

Heat Transfer Analysis

As the flow is in the turbulent region, the analogy between the

momentum transfer and the heat transfer provide:s the easiest way to

determine the heat transfer coefficient, h., at the tube wall. Because

of its simplicity, Colburn's analogy [7] has been used for Prandtl

numbers other than unity as follows:

StPr2/3 C'

or,

Cf 2/3
hi = PfUC P --)/Pr (63)

W c

where Pr ") and all properties are evaluated at T
g

The heat transfer in the tube wall is considered as a one-

dimensional (radial) unsteady heat conduction problem in a hollow

cylinder. Longitudinal heat conduction is neglected because the tem-

perature gradient in the radial direction is expected to be steeper

by several order of magnitude than in the axial direction. The differ-

ential equation can be written as [15]:

a (Iwr2 + .. (64)

The material properties will be assumed constant with respect to tem-

perature. The boundary conditions are:
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IIT

at r =RP 4i = hTw'i Kw Ir Ir=R

at r = R, i = hi(T - T ) K K (65)

r=R
at ~ r0 = Ro, q hoTo-Tamb) = w I-r r=R (5

0

at t = 0, T(r) = Tamb

It is possible to solve equation (64) numerically and obtain the

temperature at the inner surface of the tube T . at each station alongw,1

tne ±ength of the Lube at each time step. The local heaL tranrfcr ratc

to the wall per unit surface area is given by h i(T-Tw'i), and integrating

over the entire surface and the time, the total heat transfer to the

tube wall can be determined. The values of local wall shear stress Tw'

heat transfer coefficient h,, and inner sarface temperature T as

calculated from (59), (63) and (64) are used in the one-dimensional

analysis for the subsequent time step.

Non-dimensionalization

Before proceeding to the solution technique that can be applied

to solve che equations derived so far, it is advantageous to non-

dimernsionalize the equations to obtain a general solution for the geo-

metrically similar devices with the same initial conditions. The non-

dimensionalized parameters are:

Axial distance, x' 2
Lt

Pressure, P' = P/P

Temperature, T' = T/T0
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Density, P P/Pg 0

Velocity, U' = U/U U = Pg°
U to 0 0 0

Time, ti = Lt

t
Linear speed of
burning, b= (66)

b b 0 (6

It can be noted that:

0 s. b 0 L(67)`Vd L7 | = d

s t / Pdx L s

0

(Y-r)Pgg) P

h [o_ p( -) = • h' (68)
g 0go P g

R g T0g.P0 = -o W' (69)(Y-1) Pgo90 eo (Y-1) P 90

"w A • =~5 P APfU'2~-g(0
oi io R (Re0)B pU1 (70)

and, p go is a constant non-dimensional quantity.

Finally, non-dimensional forms of the conservation equations are:

Case I

Continuity of solids:

ýv_ , Vs+ au .+ -0a + U' a' s _v + Vd (71)
s

Continuity of gases:
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+ 9 x, (l-'v) ;X-'(1-v) d

Momentum:

DT -' x 1 (73)
Pm Pm (ea)I

Energy:

3tx 7x-X' I d

'U3

D D'E th. (T-T .)+ D 111f(74)
W,2. 1 (Ree)

where,

BY 1 P (75)
(1-V )(l-nIp 0 p

yP'I '- )(y1p I(W' + -h f)

s g y ~ -s sp 0

E = (1 1) (77)
(IVs )(1-TP 0 gg

L
D'= 2 -) (78)

1 RPU

0 0
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Equation of state:

(i-n9 P ')

T ' (- g (80)
Pg9 (1-nPgo0

Characteristic equations:
dt'1

Along n', V' characteristic, i.e. dt= U,+ 1
ý7x VB ,/p,

Apt+_ I m4 )t

Ap' ±pm'•fB'/p ' AU' = CI' ' At - D2'E'h (T-Tw.)At'
+I m I d EU 2 I Wi

I ]°U
+ D 1 1L[ IB ~mJ (Ree) BAt (81)

dt' 1
Along a particle path, i.e. jx'- 7 1-

Apg' = G' AP' + HI' d 'At' + D2 ' (1ls)yp, hi (T-Tw )At'

- FI'[(y-l)p'l t'U'

- D 1  (- At' (82)

where,

p' (l-npgog')

G P ' (83)
yp'

(y I) ,(hg' -W - -s )

( lVs yg p (84)
HI (-V)YP(8
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da' 1
Again along a particle path, i.e. - =--

v (i-s) - P•'

AV s Ap 'At' (85)
s g 9 p d

S g - g 5d

Case Ii

Continuity of solids:

S'vT + 0d (86)

s

Continuity of gases:

,'O ,1' (Ps'-Pg') p 'U' av

+g U- + ~_s Vd + Dvs (87)

+ W (.. -V d (l- 'v) Dx'

Momentum:

p% 'U' , Pf'u'2

a W -u Dax (1v88) -__

at, + a, 1Pg sg (1.- -1 (88)
sg s

Energy:

+ A 'B +'U' Bvs

-T•' '• U ax• II d (l-vS) ax'

Pf 'U(
E D2,Elh (T-Tw) + D #E'- (89)

2 1 w'i(R (Re 0)B

where,
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B ' YP' (90)II (1-rp 9op (

U' 2

,(W' +-+- - h
YP' (Ps'-p ' + (Y-I)p ' P S 2 g

P'{(l-v )(l-np p')}

(91)

E', Dill and D2 ' are given by equations (77), (78), and (79), respec-

tively. The equation of state for the gas is also same as equation

(80).

Characteristic equations:
Alngq' 'dt' _ 1

Along n', C' characteristic, i.e. d-'
Ux ' 'Ipg'
-gB g

BII'U'

AP'+±p 'Bii'/PS (l-vs) (U'-+/BII'/P') d

S v

CII;/I~iss II g d't

- D2 'E'hi(T-Tw.)At'

1 1 w
DI (l-vsl I B I/PgI Pf' t' (92)

1 )(Re )B

dt' 1
Along a paLicle path, i.e. ' r
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Ap = G' AP' + 11I' Vds' At' + D2 ' lv )yp hi(T-T Wi)At'

D (93)

1 L-l-vs)Y P1 (Re ) B

where

, ,(h ' - W' U'2

(y-l Ps- 9 1_ g -2--r - - -

Boundary Layer Equation

Using the non-dimensional momentum thickness, 0' and all
R

the non-dimensionalized parameters listed in (66), the boundary layer

equation (60) becomes:

(~ l u L t f B l,!E

I u' ao + (I+B)A(r) - ) - -
go f

F 'If,' u Pf' 1 JU' H+2 DU'J- (l+B)°'LIf w+o' x' U u' t' + x'

(I+)OI O1P' 1 .U' +1' +
+f'0' x' + U' t' x'95)

where
1

0, (I+B) or 0' = 0 1lH (96"
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Now I',p and P' are taken from the one-dimensional solution

and pf' is obtained from the non-dimensional form of equation (56)

i.e.:

r 2T

pf - T+T if l+ Ppg' , 2T 1) (97)

I
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SECTION IV

SOLUTION PROCEDURE

Solution of Interior Points

As there is no analytical solution to the set of coupled non-

linear partial differential equations derived in the previous chapter,

numerical techniques have been used to solve the conservation equations

along with the boundary layer momentum- integral equation and the equation

of state of the combustion gas. The differential equations are written

in finite difference form and MacCormack's version [16] of Lax-Wendroff

two step method [17] is followed. The procedure is shown by an example

below:

Let,

au au
S-cx (98)

where c is a constant.

Equation (3.1) can be written as,

-n41 n A~t n nu u -c (u j U
i j - c u+ u

%n+l n At -n+l -n+l

Uj uu c 7 (u -
uj j-u'lJ (99)

and finally,

n+ l [ -n+ l + n+ l
u - Iu +ul
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n+1 n+l n+l
where -' and u. are the first and second estimated value of uI j 3

The integer n, and j denote the time and axial position of a nodal point

~ ~ n+l
shown in Figure 2. If c is a variable, i.e. c(u), c(u). is used in

n+l
the second ,, .imation of u. . It can be recognized that both forward

and backward space derivatives have been taken into account.

Case I

Using the MacCormack scheme, the non-dimensionalized conqervation

equations, i.e. (71) through (74) can be written as:

- n+l n Un At' (n n n Wt un n.
Vs = Vs j ' - s V - I j+ - U

j 7Xo 0 s j sJ sX'o ,l

-[Lds'n At' (100)

'3

, Pn+l n U' . (t n _ n
•g g j Ax0  b j+l j)

,n (ps,_ ,n)9,I

Pg j At' +n - gnJ -- 'n At' (101)(l-s1 T (U J+l- U') n) d sJ

•,~l ,5uj t.,1~

(1 Vs i ) 0 '

1-" (pn - pnn) - ULF At (t' (102

m A j+l AxJ (102)0
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411
I/Piston Path

**-*L* n+1 -" Unknn Layer

.jJ

n - - - - Known Layer

J-1 j j+l

L'
0

Figure 2. Numerical Scheme for Interior Points

tI

-L +1 2'!

' characristic r, characteristic

p

p

Figure 3. Scheme for End Points
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p,,+1 =p,n _~ :, .t' (n, ,n)_ S, n L.t' (U' ..- T"•
i a I ( Px"• J+ -P LX 10 j x-'o 'j+1

*n E n n [i

+ C' ' At' - E " D2 ." ?t'
I. d 2

+ E' n PGF n At' (103)j j

where,

Sbt vsrb
d sb (104)

s p Pv dx'

0

6" =h.i(T-T i) (105)

U2

ULF D' (106)
I Bm (Rc ,

PGF = D' (R 8) (1.07N

1(Re B

Thus, for all the nodal points (except the last point adjacent to the

piston base) the first estimation regarding the ballistic properties

after a tirae increment At' is made by knowiag the present values of the

properties at the point of interest and at its forward nodal point. The

second estimation is done as follows:
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n+1 n -n1A' n+l n+l

~ - 0 ( i j- 1

-~n+1 At'(UflU' 1)-d At(08
s. Ax' j u j-1 t 18
3 0 S.

n+1 n ,n+l At' -,n+1 -,n+1
g. g j Ax' .1

>n+l (f )
-1 At1 -~ -,nU s g. n At' (109)

(1-v )~ 0x o ~ n+1 Vd

= n~l -n ý,n+l At' (Un+l n ~f+1
u U Iý' j U j-1)

0

Ant1 I -' (P - P) - ULF At' (110)

,,n+1 P,n - fwf+l At' (~n+l~ -,nfl+
j j Ax' 10 -1

0

n+1 At' (ýn~ u nU' 1 -' n+1 t

Ax' j+ Jn++ 1 I d t
1 0 1 s

-E' Y D~ q* At' + El PGF '~At' 11

and finally,

r n1 +i 4sn+1]
- LS4 + sj(112)
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,n+l = ½ -,n+l + p•,n+l]gn+l n gJ + (113)

p,n+l = ½[p,+l + pn+l] (115)

From the equation of state (80):

pn+l ( .•_ p g P n+ )

V ,n + l 9 0 - -. _

j ,n+1 (1-np ) (116)Pgj

Similarly, to calculate the momentum thickness at a nodal point after

increment At', equation (95) is written as:

~,'n+l 0 n _ _ Att ,ln In ) ,'

j H xox' j+l 3 [ jn]B

Uin

'1+B) ,n 1 n+l _ In)t' ( In In)
(+ j)n f f ,n Txr f ffP j j Hp..n Ao -j+l fj

P ,/HPf J+1

+ '"' (UIn ; (l+2 r At' n ,,-(U"
+ In H 1l Ax' I j+l jUj

,,n At, Wpn Ipn• (117)

+ (I+B), 
j+l jOfi j
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where

n

L f B

D (1+B)A(=( ) (118)
3 H R p UR0goo

taking

Tf m
if (T-) (119)

0• 0 o

m being a suitable constant.
, n -, n+l

The densities "f and f. are calculated from equation (97)
J 3

with the assumption,

n+l n
T T
Tf 

f3 j

again,

• , no , ( nin- ) ( l- B )

,n+1- _n At' -,n+l _ ,n+ 1)t
H x0(0' J- 1 + D3 6 1' Y

ti

U'n+l1 ,n~l -I ,n+l _ lf) + U;,nl (',n+l ,n+l

(I-B) -,n+l {Pf - f ,n+l Ax' Pn
Pf j H f - -•-1

j j
(1-C1) 01 a+{tLC U,n+l-

+--..-- (U U1 + C1- Un ,n+l)

j . H 0.t' J il

+ (I+B) 3,n 1 C+1  At' ,'nn+1 _ p(20)

I5n+ n+l AT ]
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finally,

, ~ ½[btn+l + ::tn+l](1 
)

.• = ½ ,0 (1 2 1 )

and,
1

o =(122)

The heat transfer coefficient after time At', h1  can be calculated

j
using equations (59) and (63) . The new inner surface temperature

n+l

Tw,i is obtained from the solution of equation (64) using the mean
J

heat transfer coefficient,

h n+h n+l
i. .

h = 1 2m 2

The same procedure is followed for Case II starting with appro-

priate conservation equations, namely equations (86) through (89),

same equation of state (80) and boundary layer momentum equation (95).

The only points of differences are: (1) no solid particles beyond L'
0

and (2) the burning rate rb is chosen corresponding to the average

pressure in the space between the tube head end and Lo.

Solution for Boundary Points

It has been stated earlier that to calculaLe the ballistic proper-

ties at the tube head end and at the piston base end, one needs the

characteristic equations. Typical characteristic directions are shown

in Figure 3. Let, at any time t', the piston be at position 1 with
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velocity U' Its position and velocity after time At' can be calcu-

lated by using equations (18) and (19) as follows:

U' =U' 1 i At)

p,2 p, +-- (aA
0

and

AL' [U p, At + ½ a (At)] (123)p L• pt p (123

where,

P A
aP P-m P (Pp,m is mean of P1 and P2)

p

Then the n'-characteristic is traced back using the appropriate expres-

sion:

for Case I: Ax' = (U'+/B'/p') At'
I m

(124)

for Case II: Ax' - (U'+VB-ý,/p) At'
II g

The point X is thus determined and all the properties are interpolated

between the nodal points in each side. Pressure at point 2 is calculated

by applying equation (81) for Case I, and equation (92) for Case II,

for Case 1, P2"PX - Pml- (U,-Ux)+CVdst

(U' '+ C' ' At'
fo CseI~ P2 - - P,2 X s

- D 'E'h (T-T )At' + DI EU' fB'p1m At@
2 i wS-i 1 LI J R ) B

(125)
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for Case IT P' =P - 1g B/'ilhT (U2-Ux)

B1 U'
II(v - )+, (s,2 s,X)

(1-v )(U'+/B' /Pg)
1UT

II Blg (l_-v) d --
-(l-•s)+ (B U +Bi/ 'g) gd

-D'E'h (- )A~t'+ D11 [EIU - l V) vi7p

PfU'2 At'

(Ref) B (126)

The gas density and volume fraction of solids at the new base point 2

are determined from characteristic equations along a particle path as

follows:

for Case I and II,

P pg,2 2 'g,l + G'(P'-P') + H',ld ' 6t' (127)

for Case I,

v (l-v) P
V Vs + ' (Pg - Vd At' (128)s,2 S,i g t g' Pg a,(18

for Case II,

s, 2 = (129)
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For both points 1 and 2, the momentum thickness is zero, which implies

that both friction tactor aad film heat transfer coefficient at point

I and 2 are infinitely large. Therefore, the last two terms of

equations (82) and (93) have been deleted while writing the

equation (127) For the same reason, in equations (125) and (126)
O'U'

2

the values for h (T-Tw) and e are taken corresponding to the
i WR e)

nodal point adjacent to the first base point 1. All the coefficients

used in equations (124) through (128) are mean values between point

2 and X or point 2 and 1 depending on the characteristic used. The

properties at point 2 are first assumed to be the same as point 1 and

then iteration is carried on until the values converge within the

specified limit.

For the tube head end,

U=, = U 0 (130)

and the momentum thickness and heat transfer coefficient are also zero.

The C'-characteristic is traced by using,

for Case I: Ax' - (U' ,'J1/p') At'(131)

for Case II: Ax' (U'-V'TT7'T At'
II g

By knowing the properties at X' and 1', properties at point 2' are

obtained in the following manner:
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CaeI
Ca2e p k + P ,' 7 (0 - ,)+ iV tv D'E' h (T-T )At,

+D['U+ m~T B U' (132)
(Re 6

'g,' P',+ G' (P2, - P',) + HI '~t (133)

g g s

Case I

S II g

+i L (Lv + 11/ (R) B t

and from (2.86),

V s 2 ' 's1 - 'Vd ' I t (136)

The expressior for p'2  is obandbIrpa~g by H'I in equation

(133).
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The iteration procedure for the tube head end is the same as

that for the piston base end stated earlier.

The properties at the nodal point(s) adjacent to the base point

(shown by * in Figure 3), which cannot be calculated from the Lax-Wendroff

method,are determined by linear interpolation between the piston base

point and the nearest point where properties have been calculated from

the Lax-Wendroff method.

It is noted that the spatial interval Ax' is fixed for the erntire
0

solution and can be chosen arbitrarily depending upon the desired

accuracy. But, for the stability of the Law-Wendroff solution, the time
S~At'

interval LL' must be chosen such that A nowhere exceeds the slope of

any characteristic [17]. This implies that at every time step,

Ax'

Ax' (137)
At' < o for Case II

SIu'I

Therefore, before selecting a new time interval, the right hand side of

(137) is calculated at each nodal point (including the end points) and

then the lowest value is chosen as the next time step.

Determination of Wall Temperature

The differential equation (64) in finite difference form can

be written as (see Figure 4 for notations):
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Figure 4. Numerical Scheme for Determination of Tube Wall Temperature.
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T n. T nTn +T n -2T 1 Tn -Tn
T_____l_ _ _ __ _ 1 w,j+l-w jw w T,j+I+Tw,j-l w,3 + __ ____

At cgjw 2 r, 2Ar
L (Ar)J

or,

T+l [ 2 wAt Tn +2 At r 4- n
w,j [ (A) 2  w~j + (Ar) 2 L2 +FjTw j+l

2At Ar
+ L ½ 4r] Twj-1  (138)

(Ar) 2j J r

Therefore, the temperature at any interior point in the tube wall after

a time interval At can be calculated from the knowledge of present tem-

peratures at and around the point of interest. For boundary points,

however, a heat balance as described below is required:

Inner Surface: With reference to the Figure 5:

IT Ar T2,R r P c . 27TR hi(T.-Twi- 2 Tr( R+;2-) (_K--wN--2irR A- OwTw = t
2 ww t i w 12 war

ArR -
rmR+ A2

or,

IT 2hi 2K Ar IT
at p (T.-T wi) + w (R +at wcw Ar •w cwR •r 2-) T

Ar-
r=6R
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In finite difference form,

Tn+l 21 wAt h + 1 + 11 Tnw i 21K2 ~wTW'i (Ar) 2 Kw 2R

2c At h Ar 2c At A

S K (Ar) 2R

Similarly, for the outer surface,

Tn~' F 2a wAt h+0 A Lr Ar T r
w,o - 2 (A )R 2wo

L (Ar) 0w

2a At h Ar 2a At Ar n
+ w (- ) T + (--- 2R )T (140)

(Ar)2 K amb (Ar)2 0o wo-i

The stability conditions [18, 19] for the equations (138) through (140)

are, respectively:

2
At < I (141)--2a w

2

At < (Ar) (142)
2a •h mAr A']

w h~ + 1 + T

and

At < (Ar)2_ (143)

At (hoAr 
(143)

2a [ + 1- r]
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Very small values of Ar (0.05 millimeter) are taken, and the selected

At is the least of the values calculated from the right-hand side of

(141), (142), and (143).

For a thick wall and initially cold tube, the temperature wave

in a single shot does not generally-reach the outer surface and, there-

fore, equation (140) can lae disregarded.

Summary of the Procedure

Once the piston-cylinder arrangement, the initia] conditions and

all other input parameters are chosen, the solution proceeds according

to the following steps:

(.) The time interval At' is determined in accordance with

expression (3.40) and the burning rate is taken corresponding to the

average burning pressure.

(2) The new piston position and its velocity are calculated,

and using the appropriate characteristic equations as indicated earlier

the new ballistic properties at both the piston base end and the tube

head end are determined.

(3) The interior points are solved either by the Lax-Wendroff

method or by linear interpolation as discussed earlier.

(4) The new heat transfer coefficient is determined from the new

ballistic properties and the momentum thickness at all the nodal points.

The new wall temperature is also calculated using the mean heat transfer

coefficient.

(5) All the calculated values are stored as the present values

and reused for the next time step.
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Thus the solution proceeds until the piston reaches the desired

position. A computer program for the entire solution procedure was

written in FORTRAN V and was run to obtain all of the results presented

in the following chapter, The flow chart for the program has been shown

in Appen'dix III. The computation time is approximately four minutes for

the typical cases run on the Georgia Institute of Technology's UNIVAC 1108

machine.
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SECTION V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Standard Conditions

A set of realfs~ic, but somewhat arbitrary, conditions is chosen

as the input data to the computer program, and results are obtained

fcr both cases oE solid velocities. These conditions will be referrej

to aR "standard conditions," They are:

Tube length, Lt 2 m

Tube inside diameter, D 3 cm

Piston mass, M 0.326 kgP

Initial conditions:

Piston position, L 25 cm0

Chamber pressure (piston
start pressure), P 200 atmC

Gas temperature (explosion
temperature), T 3000K0

Charge of propellant, m 0.172 kg
si

Propellant properties:

Density, ps 1670 Kg/mi3

Initial web thickness, w 0.711 mm
S.

1

Type: M-10, single perforated

',as properties:

Molecular weigt.t, M 24

Ratio of specifiL seats, y 1.252
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3Covolume, n 0.00095 m 3kg.

Specific heat at constant
pressure, c 0.412 kcal/kg-°KP

Viscosity (at 30000 K), P 0.00007 kg/m-sec

Thermal conductivity (at
3000 0K), Ko 0.000034 kcal/m-sec- K

Tube material properties:

Thermal diffusivity, a 0.126 cm 2/sec

Thermal conductivity, W 0.0138 kcal/m-sec- K

InW' ial tube temperature, 0T amb 300°K

The initial gas density po as calculated from equi .. (2.15) is

19.14 kg/m3 and the potential of the propellant is:

RT
W - 41 - 985.66 kcal/kg

The burning rate versuo pressure data for the propellant has

been taken from reference [20] and is presented in Table I. Linear

interpolation is used to determine the burning rate at the desired

pressure. To ensure the convergence of the solution, a single iteration

on the burning rate is performed in each time step as shown in the fJow

diagram in Appendix Ill.

For Case 1, the solid particles are initially assumed to be

evenly distributed in the chamber. But, in Case II, a specific initial

distribution, namely a constant value up to the second nod3l point from

the piston and then linearly to zero at the piston base, is chosen to

avoid the discontinuity at xequal to L . This has been shown in Figure0

6.
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TABLE I. PRESSURE VERSUS BURNING RATE DATA FOR THE PROPELLANT (20]

Pressure X 10"'5 Burning rate, rb

Newton/m 2 m/sec

20.68 0.00330

34.46 0.00508

48.25 0.00711

68.93 0.00965

103.39 0.01320

137.86 0.01727

172.32 0.02057

206.78 0.02438

275.71 0.03048

344.64 0.03683

413.57 0.04369

551.43 0.05588

689.28 0.06858

1378.57 0.11684

2C67.86 0.17018

2757.14 0.21082

3446.43 0.24384

4825.00 0.3098f,

6892.86 0.40132

13785.71 0.63500
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The general power-law velocity profile, i.e. U = ( )n yields
F~ CO

the following relationships [21]:

-6 = n+l) (n+2)
-- = nl n (144)

and shape factor, H n -+2
n

The one-seventh profile has been used quite extensively in the past to

compute the turbulent boundary layers with favorable pressure gradients

[22, 23]. The same profile Is assumed under the "standard conditions"

and the corresponding value for the shape factor, i.e. 1.2857, is taken

for the boundary layei computation.

The viscosity of the combustion gas is assumed to be proportional

to the square root of the absolute temperature which implies that the

value of m in (119) is 0.5. The same relation is assumed between the

gas conductivity and its absolute temperature. These yield a constant

value of 0.8482 for the Prandtl number of the gas.

One-Dimensional Solution

Case I. The results of the one-dimensional analysis have been

presented in Figures 7 through 14. Comparison with the solution neglecting

the heat transfer and skin friction shows insignificant effect of these

phenomena on the ballistic properties of the piston-cylinder arrangement.

But the following observations can be made from these results:

1) The Lagrange appioximation of l1near velocity distribution

and constant gas density is not a good approximation of the real situation.

It can be noted from Figure 10 that a considerable amount of time
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I
(approximately one-third of the total time) is elapsed before the

velocity distribution along Lhe length of the tube becomes linear.

The gas density, on the other hand, has always a drooping character-

istic from the breech end to the piston base end (Figure 9 and 13).

The same characteristic is observed for the volume fraction of solids,

v (Figure 14).

(2) The gas pressure varies considerably along the length of

the tnbe, and at the peak pressure, the difference between the pressures

at the two ends is as high as 20 per cent of the breech pressure

(Figuree 8 and 11). The heat transfer to the tube wall reduces the

prestiure at all points, whereas the skin friction reduces the piston

base pressure as the piston reaches the end of the Ltube. These two

effects together reduce the final piston velocity to some extent.

(3) The gas temperatures at the breech and the piston base are

of the same value all the time except for a short period in the begiiming

(Figure 9). There is, however, a sag in between the two end points due

to the heat loss to the tube wall (Figure 12).

Case UI. Similar results for Case II have been presented in

Figures 15 through 21. A comparison with Case I reveals that the final

values of piston velocity and total time of travel do not differ much

from those in Cass I. But the peak breech p-.essure can be 10 to 15 per-

cent higher than the corresponding pressuie in Case £. This causes the

propellant to burn faster. The piston base pressure, however, remains

very close to the corresponding pressure in Case I except for a short

period towards the end. This accounts for che slight variation in the

Unal piston velocity between the two cases.
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A couple of interesting phenomena are observed in this case of

stationary solids:

(1) Just after the propellant is completely burnt, the breech

pressure falls rapidly and finally becomes less than the piston base

pressure. The same phenomenon was also observed by Carriere [5]. This

happens because all the solid particles are assumed to stay near the

breech end all the time, whereas there are no solids at the piston base.

Therefore, when the solids are completely burnt, no sudden change in the

pressure slope occurs at the piston base as it is observed at the breech.

(2) Due to the rapid change in the volume fraction of solids v
s

near x equal to Lop a pressure difference sufficient to produce a local

gas velocity higher than the piston velocity is created (Figure 17).

The gas having higher velocity slams at the back of the piston and thus

increases the temperature (Figure 19). This large temperature rise ia

confined within a thin layer at the piston base and does not affect the

rest of the gas. The oscillations observed in Figures 19 and 20 are not

due to the numerical instability, but are most probably due to the sudden

area change near x equal to L .0

Boundary Layer and Heat Transfer Solution

The results showing the boundary layer thickness, heat transfer

coefficient, and the wall temperature for moving solids (i.e., Case I)

are presented in Figures 22 through 27. As the time increases, the

boundary layer thickness increases to a maximum value of approximately

20 percent of the tube radius when the piston reaches the end of the

tube. This Implies that the maximum value of the displacement thickness
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is less than three percent of the tube radius and, therefore, the

assumption of a thin boundary layer is valid.

The order of magnitude of the heat transfer coefficient is

extremely high due to high gas density and velocity (Figures 23 and

26). The surface temperature of the tube wall reach-s as high as

11000K, and it occurs at the initial piston position (Figures 24 and

27). The total time is so short that in spite of a very steep radial

temperature gradient and high thermal diffusivity of the tube material,

the temperature 'ave cannot penetrate more than one millimeter into

the tube wall (Figure 25). This justifies the exclusion of equation

(140) from the computer program.

The heat flux, hi(T-TW) at certain fixed positions along the

length of the tube are shown in Figure 28. Although the maximum value

of heat flux could be as high as 350,000 kcal/m -sec, these typee of

fantastically high values last only for one or two microseconds. The

average value of heat flux would be around 50,000 kcal/m -sec.

The same type of results was also obtained for Case II, and the

total heat losses for both the cases are compared in Figure 29. It

shows that the heat loss in Case II is about ten percent higher than

that in Case I. This is mainly due to the higher gas velocity in the

initial period of Case II. After this initial period, the heat transfer

coefficients in the two cases are quite close.

1he impzrtant results of both the cases are tabulated in Table

II. A mass and energy balance detailed in Table III shows that the compu-

tatl i error is less than 0.5 per cent. The ballistic efficiency (.e. ,

the ratio of final kinetic energy of the piston and the propellant energy)
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TABLE II. COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR TWO LIMTTING CASES OF SOLIDS
VELOCITY

Case I Case II
(solids moving) (solids stationary)

Time of travel 0.002465 0.002448
(second)

Final piston velocity 1242.3 1271.3
(m/sec)

Peak breech pressure 6450 7200
(atmosphere)

Peak surface temperature 1067 1270
( K)

Ballistic effic3ency 35.47 37.14
(%)

Total heat loss 8.64 9.60
(kcal)

Heat loss in percentagp 5.10 5.66
of input energy (%)
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TABLE III. MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE FOR CASE I and CASE II

Case I Case II

Initial Conditions:

Propellant charge 0.172 0.172
(kg)

Propellant energy 169.53 169.53
(kcal)

Final Conditions:

Total gas mass (kg) 0.1716 0.1713

Gas internal energy 90.10 87.63
(kcal)

Gas kinetic en•:gy 9.90 8.56
(kcal)

Piston kinetic energy 60.13 62.96

(kcal)

Heat loss (kcal) 8.64 9.60

Total energy (kcal) 168.77 168.75

Error in Mass Balance (%) -0,23? -0.407

Error in Energy Balance (%) -0.450 -0.460
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has also been presented. The total heat loss to the tube wall is found

to be five to six percent of the input energy and about 15 percent

of the final piston kinetic energy.

Parameter Variation

Because of the large number of independent design parameters,

no general correlation is attempted here. Only a few important

parameters are varied for Case I to study their effect on the ballis-

tic as well as heat transfer solution, and the important results are

presented in Table IV.

Initial Chamber Pressure, Po

The selection of initial chamber pressure, i.e., piston start

pressure is quite arbitrary as it is very difficult in practice to

determine the exact pressure at which the piston starts to move.

Therefore, two different initial chamber pressures (100 atmcsphere

and 300 atmosphere) other than the standard 200 atmosphere are

considered,and the solution neglecting the heat transfer and skin

friction is presented in Figure 30. The peak breech pressure and the

final piston velocity are very much the same for all the three cases

of different piston start pressures. Only the time of travel is prolonged

as the initial pressure decreases. It is obvious that the heat transfer

solution would be very close for all the three initial pressures because

of close ballistic propertias. This implies that the piston start pres-

sure has insignificant effect on the overall performance of the device.
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Profile Shape Factor, H

In this effort the profile shape factor, H, is assumed to

be a constant throughout tlie entire solution; however, this may not

be true in the real situation. For non-utniform steady flow, a favor-

able pressure gradient lowers the value of H [24] whereas in uniform

steady flow an increase in flow Mach number increases H [13]. In the

present case, however, it is difficult to predict its probable variation.

Therefore, two different values of shape factor (1.4 and 1.2222),

corresponding to the one-fifth and the one-ninth velocity profile, are

taken and the results are compared with those for H equal to 1.2857.

It is clear from Figure 31 that lower values of H cause higher values

of boundary layer thickness and heat transfer coefficient, i.e. the

viscous effect of the fluid is higher. Because of this, the total

heat loss to the tubý wall and the peak inner surface temperature go up

as the shape factor decreases. However, at H equal to 1.2222, these

values do not exceed the corresponding values for the standard conditions

by more than ten percent. The total heat losses to the tube wall for

the three different values of shape factor are compared in Figure 32.

Tube Inside Diameter, D

The tube inside diameter is varied keeping the loading density

(m s/Vo), and the piston mass per unit area (M P/A p) constant. Two tube

diameters (2cm and 4cm) are selected with appropriate propellant

charge m and piston mass M . The results are shown in Figure 33. It

can be noted from Table IV that, although an increase in tube diameter

means an increase in the total heat loss, the heat loss per unit input

energy decreases with larger tube diameter. This is due to decrease in
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the surface Lu VW'l•a -at*C T- --hc for. ba .- l!istically similar

devices, thse in tube diameter reduces the heat loss per unit

mass of gas and this accounts for the slightlyb er beteballistic results

obtained for the 4-cm-diameter tube.

Propellant Charge, msi

Two different values of the propellant charge (0.15 kg and

0.19 kg) are ch;,;an apart from the standard value of 0.172 kg, and the

results are presented in Figure 34. It is obvious that an increase

in propellant charge improves the ballastic efficiency of the device.

At the same time this increases the peak pressure, heat transfer

coefficient, and the peak surface temperature which put a limit on the

propellant charge.

Piston Mass, M
r

Piston mass plays an important role in the problem of internal

ballistics. Therefore, besides the standard mass of 0.326 kg, two other

pistons having masses equal to 0.2 kg and 0.5 kg are considered. The

results are shown in Figure 35. The heavier the piston, the slower it

moves, thereby leaving less room for the combustion gas to expand which

causes an increase in the peak pressure. Although the heavier piston

moves slower, the ballistic efficiency of the device is improved and

therefore sLitable for the application where energy conversion is of

prime interest. If higher velocity is desired, a lighter piston would

be chosen. The surface temperature is also lower in the case of a

lighter piston due to lower pressures which lead to lower heat transfer

coefficients.
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Web Thickness, w
°i

Although the web thickness is only a geometrical property of the

solid particles, it is importint because it determines the total

burning surface for a given propellant charge. For thinner webs more

surface i. available for burning and consequently the pressure rise is

more rapid. This aspect is clear from Figure 36 where results of three

different web thicknesses (0.5mm, 0711 mm (standard), and 0.9 mm)

are presented. A rapid pressure rise naturally accelerates the piston

faster and thus improves the ballistic efficiency. This gain is

neutralized by a much higher peak pressure and wall surface temperature.

Comparison with Other Work

No analytical work in the past considered the movement of the

solid particles in the one-dimensional ballistic solution. Although

Carriere [5] studied the problem of internal ballistics assuming the

solids to be stationary, it was not possible to determine the input data

and final results from his publication. Therefore, a quantitative

comparison could not be made. However, an excellent qualitative agree-

ment is observed between his results showing the piston path, piston

velocity and end pressures, and the results obtained from the present

analysis for the case of stationary solids. Unfortunately, no work

presently exists that the rpacewise distribution of the ballistic properties;

therefore, no comparison can be made.

The boundary layer and heat transfer analysis of Hicks and

Thornhill [2] assumed the Lagrange approximatior and omitted the zero

boundary layer thickness condition at the piston base. The values of
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heat transfer coefficient for a typical case (input data not indicated),

as presented in reference 2, are lower than the values obtained for the

typical case in the present study, by a factor of approximately two.

The reason could be due to entirely different input data and different

boundary layer thickness condition at the piston base. However, the

value of peak surface temperature and the location when it occurs are

in good agreement with the study of Hicks and Thornhill.

A very recent analysis on convective heat transfer in gun barrels

[25], which is also based on the Lagrange approximation, indicates that

the heat flux at the inside surface of the barrel can be as high as

2.7xl05kcal/m2 -sec. This value is quite close co the expected maxima

shown in Figure 28 for the typical case.
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Fglin Condition

In order to compare results with experimental tre1nperature data

gathered at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, conditions other than the

Standard conditions were run with the following input conditions:

Tube length, Lt 2m

Tube inside diameter, D 3 cm

Piston Mass, M .326 kg
p

Initial conditions:

Piston position, L 25 cm
0

Chamber pressure (Piston
start pressure), P 200 atm0

Gas temperature (explosion
temperature, T 3000*K0

Change of propellant, msi 0.140 kg

Propellant properties:

Dencity, Ps 1670 kg/mr3

Initial web thickness, w 0.7366 mm
si

Type M-10, single
perforated

Gas Properties:

Molecular weight, M 24

Ratio of specific heats, y 1,252

covolume, n 0.00095 m3 /kg

Specific heat at constant

Pressure, c 0.412 kcal/kg*KP

Viscosity (at 3000*K), p go 0.00007 kg/m/sec

Thern al conductivity (at
3000*K), K 0.000034 kcal/m/sec0 K

go
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Tube material properties:

Thermal diffusivity, e 0.062 cm2 /sec
w

Thermal conductivity,Kw 0.0138 kcal/m-bec°K

Initial tube temperature, Tamb 300°K

The burning rate was again taken from fable I, and only Case I

was taken, i.e., the solids move with the gas.

The results of this calculation are shown tn Figures 37 through

43, and agree extremely well with experimental data for the peak wall

temperature taken by Eglin Air Force Base. The calculated maximum wall

temperature shown in Figure 43 is 10200K at x = 25 cm. The experimental

maximum measured at Eglin was approximately 10000K. No measured parameters

such as chamber pressures were input to the program to calculate this wall

temperature. The only necessary input conditions are propellant, gun,

and loading parameters listed at the beginning of this section. These

Eglin conditions are obviously more realistic than the original standard

conditions due to the smaller propellant loading (140 grams instead of

172 grams). The peak head and chamber pressure is approximately 58,000 psi,

as seen from Figure 38.

This excellent agreement verifies the accuracy of the detailed

ballistic and heat transfer model developed here and used without the

aid of experimental ballistic data.
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn in the context of the

i._ults presented in Part I.

1. The Lagrange approximation of linear velocity distribution

and uniform gas density along the length of the tube is not a good

representation of the real case. It takes a considerable amount of

total tine before the velocity distribution can be linear. Further-

more, the gas density cannot be called uniform at any time.

2. There is a large pressure gradient along the length of the

tube and at the peak condition the difference between the pressures

at the two ends can be as high as 20 to 30 percent of the maximum pressure.

3. As the piston moves, the gas temperature continuously decreases

with almost a uniform spacewise distribution. For the case of stationary

solids, however, a steep spacewise temperature rise is observed at the

back of the piston.

4. While the final ballistic results are essentially the same

for the t,,o extreme cases of solids velocity, the peak pressure in the

case of stationary solids is about 10 to 15 percent higher than in the

case of moving solids,

5. The maximum boundary layer thickness can be on the order of

20 percent of the tube radiuis in tyý.cal cases. Vor ballistically

similar devices the ratio of the maximum boundary layer thickness to the

tube radius !ncreases aE the tube diameter is reduced. Therefore,
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the assumption of a thin boundary layer may not hold good for very small

diameter tubes.

6. The order of magnitude of the heat transfer coefficient and

the heat flux at the inner surface of the tube is extremely high.

Average values of 50 kcal/m 2-sec- K and 50,000 kcal/m 2-sec for the heat

transfer coefficient and the heat flux, respectively, can be expected

for typical cases. The maximum values can be five to six times higher

than the average values but the maxima do not last for more than a

few microseconds.

7. The tube inner surface temperature can reach 1000 0 K for typical

cases, and it occurs near the initial piston position. The time of travel

is so short that, even with the extremely high values of heat fluxes and

high thermal properties of tube material, the temperature wave cannot

penetrate more than one millimeter into the tube wall.

8. The total heat loss to the tube wall is five to six percent

of the input energy for typical cases and has only a minor effect on

the final ballistic resalts. The same conclusion is valid for the skin

friction.

9. The piston start pressure, although difficult to determine

in practice, does not pose any real problem due to its insignificant

effect on the ballistic solution.

10. Improvement in ballistic efficiency cap be brought about by

,ri, easing the propellan, charge and the piston mass or by reducing

Crie ,t thickness. In each of these cases, there exists an adverse

eZl.-CL -f higher peak pressure and higher wall temperature. Therefnoe,
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great care should be taken to obtain the optimum design conditions.

11. The heat transfer model is verified by the limited wall

temperature data available at this time. This agreement is gained with-

out the use of experimentally measured interior ballistic data such as

chamber pressure versus time, as used in other analysis [251.
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PART II - PARTICLE SEEDING EFFECTS ON GUN BARREL
HEAT TRANSFER AND EROSION
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SECTION VII

INTRODUCTION

The seeding of gun propellants with additives, such as TiO2 in a

wax matrix, appears to be an effective method of reducing gun barrel

erosion [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. The mechanism by which this is accomplished

has not, however, been satisfactorily explained. This makes it impossible

to optimize the !ffect or properly predict it without expensive and time

consuming trial-and-error experiments.

Since gun barrel erosion has been shown to be primprily tube

temperature [31] and thereby heat transfer, sensitive, the quantitative

heat transfer model developed in the previous section will be used to test

various possible mechanisms by which additives might reduce the temperature

of the gun tube.

The fact that the reduced erosion is primarily a temperature

phenomena rather than a chemical phenomena is substantiated not only by

reference 31 but also by reference 29 which shows an increase in CO due

to a wax additive. Reference 31 shows the CO increase should increase

rather than reduce chemical erosion. The fact that erosion is actually

reduced by the TiO2 - wax additive causes one to search for a reduced

heat transfer mechanism created by the additive.

This is carried out by looking at (1) temperatures reached under

repetitive fire conditions, (2) experimental results from dusty gas heat

transfer experintents usually related to gas-cooled nuclear reactors, and

(3) insulation effects of particles imbedded in valleys of the barrel

surface roughness.
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SECTION VIII

REPETITIVE FIRE ANALYSIS

Introduction

Since rapid fire aircraft cannons are of primary interest in this

effort, the wall temperatures predicted in the foregoing single-shot analy-

sis are not directly applicable. Since this wall temperatute is the

parameter of most interest, a repetitive fire analysis is carried out

here to determine what peak temperatures actually occur in aircraft

cannons. This allows one to determine if the temperatures are sufficiently

high to cause melting of a thin layer of metal on the inside of the barrel.

Model

In carrying out a repetitive fire analysis, one is immediately con-

fronted with the gun emptying problem, i.e., calculating the gas flow

properties and gas to metal heat transfer rates after the projectile leaves

the tube but before the next projectile is fired. The previous single-

shot analysis is not applicable because it assumes a solid projectile

base closes the tube at all times.

Rather than attempt t3 solve this complex problem, it was decided

to carry out the calculations using an upper and lower limit on the heat

transfer during this emptying or soaking period. Since the total heat

transfer during this time was expected to be small, it was hoped that

these two limits would put a rather small bracket on the actual results.
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An upper limit is obviously taken if one assumes that the gas tempera-

ture and heat transfer coefficient remaia at their values which existed

at the time the projectile left the tube. After the projectile leaves,

the gas temperature will be ieduced, the gas pressure will be reduced, and

the gas velocity will decay to zero. Each of these factors will tend to

reduce the heat transfer to the barrel below this assumea upper limit.

A lower limit is certainly given by assuming that the inside of the

barrel is suddenly insulated from the gases at the instant the projectile

leaveE the barrel. This assumes that no heat is transferred trom the hot

gases to the barrel during the soak period between shots.

The gas temperature and heat transfer coefficient as a function of

axial distance and time were taken from the single shot analysis and

repetitively applied during each and every shot while the projectile was

moving down the barrel. The conduction analysis was started at the time of

the initial shot and successively calculated each At during the firing

period and the soaking period. Since the metal temperature, T , at any

t + At depends on the metal temperature profile T (r) at t, this conductionw

calculation must be carried on continuously with the repetiftve heat trans-

fer coefficient, hi(t), and gas temperature, T (t), being repeated for each

firing cycle, as detailed in Chapter IV, except that the wall

temperatures are not reset to Tamb at the beginning of each firing.

One should note that this model does not assume that the total heat

transferred during each cycle is the same from one cycle to the next because

the wall temperature, T ,iVis increasing from cycle to cycle,thereby re-

ducing (T - T i)and the heat transfer.
W,12
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Conduction Series Solution During Soaking

For short cyclic firing times (i.e., 0.010 second or less) the con-

duction solution during soaking was carried out by the finite difference

technique detailed in Chapter IV. However, at larger cyclic firing

times (i.e., up to 0.060 second), the number of time steps required

during the soak period was so large that the computer computation time was

excessive. Therefore, a closed form series solution was developed and

used during the time period from the instant the projectile left the barrel

to the time the next shot was initiated. This series solution was made

possible during soaking due to the constant heat transfer coefficient, hi,

with respect to time. This parameter is not constant with time during the

firing itself.

Taking the conduction equation and applying it at some specific axial

location during the nth soaking period:

ýT T 2T

__.H.. a + W15wt w r 2J (145)

S~32,33
and separating variables, one finds that the solution may be expressed as

OD 2
T - Tmb [Amo (mr) + Bm Yo (Xmr)J e m w (146)
w Lm 16

where J and Y are zero order Bessel functioas of the ist and 2nd kind,

respectively, and A and B must be found from the boundary and initialm m

conditions which, for the lower limit case of zero heat transfer during

soaking, are:

DT
a = 0 at r = r (147)
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K w + h (Tw -T )= 0 at r=r (148)w •r o amb 0

Tw (r) - Tamb = f(r) at t = tn (149)

where tn is the time when the nth projectile leaves the tube and the nth soak

period begins and f(r) is the temperature distribution with respect to r

existing at that time.

Applying these boundary conditions to (146), one finds:

T m J C ( r)

Tw amb E Cm m w Jl r - hoJ r
m=1 00 z

AmY, (Xr) e-Xmtwt (150)
2

Xm wYl ( mro) - hoYo ( mro)

where U, and Y, are first order Bessel tu'nctions of the 1st and 2nd kind,

respectively, ), is the mth root of the equation:

XmJI (Xmri) XmY1 (Xmri)

A2  = 0 (151)
Xm w2j (Ar) - h J (Ar) X2 Y ( ro) - hoYo (xr°)

and Cm is calculated by use of the function in equation (149):

ro

1
C =N r R (X.mr) f (r) dr (152)m m o

ri

iihere:

R0 (Am,r)= o (0mr)

Xm KwJO (Xmro) + h J (Xmro)

Y (Xmr)o (i;3)
Am Kw Yo (mro) + h Jo (Xmro)

r
0

N = r R2  ( r) dr (154)
m 0 m
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Using an ri of 3 cm and an ro of 6 cm the first five roots of

equation (151) are:

X1 3.1965

X = 6.3275

x1i = 9.4522

= 12.5844

= 15.7230

and only five terms were retained in the series. Accuracy was checked

by comparing the results from the series solution containing five and ten

terms with the finite difference solution results. This comparison showed

that five terms yielded sufficient accuracy.

Results

Results of the repetitive fire calculations were carried out for two

firing rates: 0.010 second between firings and 0.060 second between firings.

Since the projectile is in the tube for less than 0.003 second, the soaking

times are aboul: 0.007 and 0.057 second for the two firing rates, respectively.

The results for three axial locations are shown in Figures 44 through

46 for the 0.010 second firing time with the heat transfer coefficient

hi during soaking at its upper limit which is equal to its value at the

time the projectile leaves the tube, devoted by hilast. These are for

ten repetttive firings.
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Figures 47 through 49 show the same results assuming zero convective

heat transfer during soaking, i.e., hi equal zero whicL is the lower limit.

These sets of curves then bracket the upper and lower limits for the inside

wall temperature. At an axial location of 25 cm, which sees the highest

temperature (Figure 24), the upper limit case after ten firings show a

maximum temperature of about 16000K compared with the lower limit case of

about 15000 K. This is a small bracket (8 percent) and shows that assumption

concerning the heat transfer during the soaking period has little effect

on the maximum wall temperature of interest. Therefore, at a given axial

position, rubsequent calculations assumed zero heat transfer from the

combustion gas to the tube walls from the time projectile n leaves the tube

to the time projectIle n+l passes that axial position.

Resailts using this lower limit assumption for the lower cyclic firing

time of 0.060 second/round are shown in Figures 50 through 55 for 50 repetitive

firings at the same three axial positions as shown for the previous case in

Figures 44 through 49.

Figure 50 shows the wall temperature as a function of time at the

high temperature axial position of 25 cm. Figure 51 shows the temperature

profile inside the tube wall at this same axial position at four different

times. These same type of curves are repeated at the two other axial

positions of 12 and 84 cm in Figures 52-53 aad Figures 54-55, respectively,

With the longer soaking periods between firings, the maximum temperature

after 50 cycles is about 14000 K. It is seen from the wall temperature

versus time graphs that the peak temperature during each cycle rises very

slowly aiter the initial 10 rounds. Also, it is seen from the radial

temperature distribution inside the tube wall that the outside tube

temrierature has not risen significantly after the 50 rounds.
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Of course, with soaking time betwee- series of 50-iound bursts the

outside wall temperatt!re ,dould rise and result in 'Iigher inside wall

tpmppratures as well.
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SECTION IX

PARTICLE SEEDING EFFECT ON TURBULENTr BOUNDARY
LAYER HEAT TRANSFER

Introduction

The section will be devoted to a discussion of the physical phenomena where-

by certain additives (e.g., small titanium 4ioxide particles in a wax matrix

dramatically reduce erosion in gun barrels. The limited open literature

documents the effectiveness of several additives; however, no consistent

physical exp]anation is offered, and no satisfactory mathematical model

has been proposed.

Since hot gas erosion rates appear to be strongly dependent on

temperature level, an effort has been made to relate erosion reduction to

a reduction of the barrel inner surface temperatures. Some mechanism

must be presented then which attenuates the heat transfer from com-

bustion products to the gun barrel. Three distinct possibilities have

been considered:

1. The additive signifi.antly alters combustion gas properties

so as to reduce comlustion gas temperatures and/or heat transfer

coefficients.

2. The additive particles reduce the turbulence level near the

wall, thereby reducing the heat transfer coefficient.

3. The particles and/or wax matrix deposit on the wall, forming

a protectJve coating which insulates the metal from the hot

gas.
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Effects of Additive on Combustion Products

The work by Lenchitz et al [29] indicates that TiO2 is not in-

volved in the combustion process, as the heat of reacdion remains essentially

the same when relatively large amounts of the micronized additive are in-

cluded with the propellant. On the other hand, the addition of about 10

percent by weight of wax decreased the heat of reaction by about 10 percent.

This is apparently due to a combination of reaction of wax with the explosion

products and prevention of complete ccmbustion of the propellant. Less

reduction in heat of reaction is observed when TiO2 is added to the wax,

suggesting that the TiO2 inhibits the interaction between the wax and com-

bustion products of the propellant. There seems to be a trade-off between

heat of reaction and quantity of gas such that the pressure is unaffected

by the additives; hence, the interior ballistic properties are observed to

be nearly the same.

From the heat transfer standpoint, the effects of interest are a

probable lowering of the adiabatic flame temperature and a change in com-

position of the combustion gases. In addition, the gas temperature could

be reduced due to sensible heating of the TiO2 particles and wax [34].

The magnitude of this cooling due to the inert particles having to

be heated to the flame temperature caiu be approximated by an energy

balance on the gas-particle mixture. Since the heat transfer to the

particles is equal to the heat transfer from the gas:

(155)
Qpart Qgas

Using:

Qpart = Cp gas Mgas WTpart" (150)
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Qgas Cp M AT (157)

gas gas gas

in Equation (155)

ATgas = c + Mpart AT /c M (158)ga Patpart part Ppar Mgas

Since the combustion gas temperatures are around 20000K and the

particles start out at ambient temperature, ATpart is about 17000K.

Using Cpgas of 0.412 k cal/kg - 0 K, cppart of 0.23 k cal/kg - K, and

M part/Mgas of 0.05:

AT -28 0 K
gas

This is obviously much too small of a gas temperature drop to result in

a significant tube wall temperature reduction.

Effects of Particle Seeding on Turbulent Heat Transfer

There has been considerable interest in rece~it years in the fluid

mechanical and heat transfer characteristics of suspensions, both liquid-

solid and gas-solid. Gas-solid flows, for example, have been extensively

studied during the past 15 years in connection with pneumatic conveying

of solids, coolants for gas-cooled nuclear reactors, etc.

Liquid-Solid Suspensions

The technology of drag reduction phenomena dates back to 1945 when

it was discovered that under turbulent flow conditions, gasoline-aluminum

soap gels exhibited much less hydraulic resistance than untreated gasoline [35].

Since then, hierarchies of drag reduction effects have been found

In liquids containing low molecular weight micelle-type additives, high
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molecular weight polymers, and parLiculates. The decrease in drag or

pressure drop is usually attributed to the non-Newtnian nature of the

suspension. The solids absorb energy from the stream, thereby de-

creasing the turbulence level possibly to the point of laminarizing

the flow.

In spite of the more than 400 references in the open literature, it

seems that practical exploitation of this technology area has not yet

been realized. Furthermore, there is relatively little information

available regarding the heat transfer characteristics of these suspensions.

The natural temptation, however, is to assume that heat transfer will be

reduced in accordance with the analogy between heat and momentum transfer.

Alteration of Transport Properties of Particle Seeding.

It is appropriate at first to turn to experience on the dynamics of

dense clouds of particles or dusty gases. The classical Einstein relation

for an incompressible fluid containing solid spheres gives the viscosity

as [36]

(159)
IM 11 (1 + 2.5o)

where P m and wg are the viscosity of the mixture and pure gas respectively

and a is the volume fraction of solids. In order to estimate the increase

in viscosity due to solids addition, assume that TiO2 is added in the

large proportion of 20 percent by weight of propellant. Presume that the

propellant andergoes complete combustion. The volume fraction of TiO2,

for no relative velocity between phases, is then

M /P M P 0.05
a!! _& 2 0. 2 x - 0 (160)

Ms/Ps + Mgg Mg Mg 3
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where M is the mass of the solids, ( ), or gas. ( )g. In other words,

the loading ratio is too low to cause any significant increase in

viscosity. Even if the local concentration at the wall were much higher,

4 it is probable that the density would be sufficiently elevated so that

the Reynolds number would be increased rather than decreased. The usual

description of dusty gas flows is that the particle addition results in

a flow of higher effective Reynolds number [37, 38]. The heat transfer

coefficient would then be expected to increase.

This is consistent with theoretical and experimental work which

suggests that particle-particle interactions, which could increase

viscous drag, are negligible for particle volume fractions less than

0.05 [39].

Studies of Gas-Solids Suspensions (>10 ij Particles)

During the past 15 years several studies have been reported

of heat transfer to (or from) gas-solid suspensions, with particle sizes

generally in the 30 to 200p range and with relatively large loading ratios.

The results have been applied to numerous industrial applications,in-

cluding coal-fired boilers, heat recovery equipment, solid propellant

rockets, and gas-cooled nuclear reactors. Numerous investigators have

reported a decrease in local heat transfer coefficients at low solids

loading ratios. This observation is of direct interest to the present

study.

Farber and Morley [40] made average measurements of heat transfer

from a steam-heated tube -,n air-alumina catalyst mixtures. No con-

sistent trend of decreasing coefficient can be discerned in the data,

which exhibit considerable scatter at low loading ratios. It was noted

that bulk temperature rises were lower (and ATlm's higher) with the
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suspensions than for pure air: hnwpvpr, this effect was more than com-

pensated for by the increased heat transfer coefficient, i.e.,

the heat transfer rate was always greater with solids addition.

One of the few analytical attempts was reported by Tien [4]

who considered the case of mass loading ratios lower than about 1.0.

A linear increase in local coefficient with loading ratio was predicted.

In addition, the solid particles were expected to have negligible

effect on heat transfer far downstream from the thermal entrance.

Average predictions compared reasonably well with the data of Farber

and Morley.

Farber and Depew [42] took average data which demonstrated a

distinct decrease in coefficient at lw loading ratios; however, no

particular notice was taken of this behavior. The overall technique

thus precludes a clear look at what is happening to the local heat

transfer coefficient.

Depew and Farber [43] subsequently reported local data which clearly

demonstrated decreases in heat transfer coefficients at low loading

ratios, as shown in Figure 57. A theoretical analysis qualitatively pre-

dicted this decrease; however, the predicted decrease became negligible

as the particle size was reduced to 30 microns, a trend which was con-

trary to the data. Tien aid Quan [44] also took local data (Figure 57)

which demonstrated the decrease in coefficient at low loading ratios.

It was speculated that the particles altered the flow field.

Briller and Peskin [45] reported average measurements of heat

transfer to gas-solids mixtures and suggested that there was no observable

increase in heat transfer. This conclusion is perhaps justified consider-

ing the inordinately large scatter in data; however, a closer examination
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of the cooling data shown in Figure 56 suggests a distinct decrease in the

coefficient at low loading ratio since the heating data Exhibited no

particular dependence on M I/M. This could suggest that decreases are more

pronounced with cooling.

Soo [46] has developed an interesting analogy explanation for the

effect of solids on heat transfer at low loading ratios. The decrease

in friction factor[ 4 4] in the presence of solid particles (Figure 53)

is attributed to reduced mixing length due to dissipation by the solid

particles. Upon introduction of the reduced shear stress into the

Reynolds analogy, a Nusselt number - loading ratio expression is

deterimined which is similar to the experimental behavior, as shown in

Figure 59. While this approach is interesting, it serves only to express

one dependent variable in terms of another; hence, little insight is

given into the mechanism of transport process reduction.

Rossetti and Pfeffer [47] have recently reported friction data

which are of interest in the application of the analogy concept. As

illustrated in Figure 60,when glass beads of 10 to 60p were added to air at

Reynolds numbers of 10,000 to 25,000, friction factor reduction up to

75 percent was observed in hurizontal test sections.* In order to

clarify this effect, turbulence intensities were measured at the pipe

centerline. The intensity of turbulence was always greater with solids

addition, an effect which is in direct conflict with the drag reduction.

It was postulated that the interaction of particles wtch the turbulence

eddies actually occurs very close to the wall and that at the wall the

turbulence decreases.

* It is noted that the reduction is real since the suspension friction

factor is evaluated on the basis of the gas-phase density. Use of a
suspension density will always yield a reduced friction factor.
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Brandon [48] has also pointed out the need for wall turbulence measurements

as a necessary step toward understanding friction and heat transfer be-

havior of gas-solids suspensions.

Survey Conclusions.

A detailed examination of the data suggests that the following con-

clusions can be drawn from the experimental studies cited above.

1. The decrease in heat transfer coefficient is generally larger with

smaller particles [44].

2. The percentage decrease in h is smaller with higher 1Fynolds

numbers [44].

3. The loading ratio at which the minimum h occurs seems to decrease

as particle size is reduced; however, increases in Reynolds number shift

the minimuL _o higher values of loading ratio [44].

4. The decrease in h is greater for lead particles than for glass

particles [44].

5. Thermal entrance lengths are larger for glass particles than for

lead particles, and are considerably larger for smaller particles. In all

cases, however, the entrance length was increased over the pure gas

value [44].

6. The decrease in heat transfer coefficient at low loading ratios

appears to be more pronounced with cooling than with heating [45].

7. Several available analytical and semi-analytical studies of

heat transfer and friction do not satisfactorily account for the observed

reduction in heat transfer and friction at low loading ratios [41,46,49].

Observation 1 is encouraging as it suggests that still smaller

particles (<30p) would exhibit greater decreases in h. However,

observations 2 through 5 are either nebulous or suggest a trend in the opposite
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direction to what is desired to explain reduced heat transfer in gun

tubes with seeding. Observation 6 is favorable; however, the data are

too limited to draw firm conclusions. Finally, it is noted from

observation 7 that the theory is of little help in suggesting what will

happen with micron-size additives.

Studies of Gas-Solids Suspensions (~id Particles)

Particles in the size range of more direct interest have been

enployed in studies relating to augmentation of heat transfer in gas-

cooled nuclear reactors. The general idea has been to add graphite to

the helium coolant in such proportions as to appreciably increase the

coolant specific heat and the heat transfer coefficient. Graphite is

the normal additive since it will pose few problems for the circulating

equipment; regardless of the size of addition, the particles shortly

pulverize to an average size less than lii.

Schuderberg et al [50] summarized an extensive program at Babcock and

Wilcox to study the characteristics of dispersions of micron-size

graphite particles. Friction factors at higher Reynolds numbers

dropped below the nominal value. It was suggested that flow turbulence

was suppressed by the suspended particles. By analogy, heat transfer

should be affected to a comparable extent. Unfortunately, the heat

transfer tests were done only with loading ratios considerably in excess

of unity.

Woodcock and Worley [51] summarized extensive Ehglish studies of

boiler performance in a gas-cooled nuclear reactor system, where the

CO2 coolant was loaded with graphite. Only loading ratios greater

than 4 were considered, and the average heat transfer coefficient for
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the tube bank always increased. One interesting aspect of their work

was that the effective particle sizes appeared tv be much larger than

those of the basic particle. It is doubtful, however, that the load-

ing ratios encountered with barrel wear-reducing additives are high

enough for the mixture to exhibit this effect.

One of the more serious difficulties encountered with gas-

graphite suspensions is the deposition of the solids on cold surfaces [52].

This is apparently due to a combination of Brownion motion and

electrostatic effects. For the present application. this observation

suggests that particle concentration near the wall will be relatively

high. It would seem, however, that the high velocities and short firing

times would tend to limit the buildup of as heavy particle layer as is

experienced in gas-cooled reactor system tests. The effects of any

particle buildup will be examined in the next section of this report.

The IITRI Analysis

In 1966 the Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute

was awarded a contract by Picatinny Arsenal to explain the mechanism by

which an additive reduces gun barrel erosion. While the primary

emphasis in this investigation was devoted to tests with a vented

chamber, an analytical model was also developed as described in the

summary report by Remaly and Stanley [52].

The basic premise of this model is that reduced erosion is related

to a reduction in heat transfer from the gas to the metal. Following

the qualitative explanation offered for reduction of transport rate with

solid-liquid and gas-solid suspensions, turbulent damping was hypothesized.

The gas particles were assumed to be in simple harmonic motion; the
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particles then interact with ti-,., gas through a dasnpot that reprtser.t. ,.e

drag. The equations of motion 'ere then solved numerically for various

Lpectra cf turbulence, Thp output parameter of interest i• the loss of

turbulent kinetic energy due to injection of the particles. The rate of

energy loss was then computed for various particle diameters (0.1 to 10 microns),

densities (2 to 8 g/cc), and concentration (2 to 9 percent by weight).

Computations were limited by computer running time to the first three cycles

of gas oscillation (about 100 psec). Typical increases of 5 percent were

found in the boundary layer thickness.

The computations indicated that turbulent damping increases with iarticle

diameter, density, and concentration. Typical results are showr in Figure

61. The experimental program was then designed to provide at least a quali-

tative verification of the analytical model.

Controlled Firing Tests

IITRI Tests

Remaly end Stanley [52] tested th2 effects of various propellant

additives in a 37 mm vented chamber. Additive effectiveness was by

measuring wear of an orifice-type plug.

A variety of additives was tested for multiple firings since weight

loss data from single shots were inconclusive. No wax was utilized in

tests presented in this report, and the additives were introduced in such

a fashion that good mixing with the explosion products was obtained.

All of the additives (TiO2, talc, W03 , and microballoons) were

found to be effective in reducing erosion of the orifice insert. The

data shown in Figure 62 are typical of the results obtained. Low density
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materials were found to be the most effective in contrast to the results

of the model described in the previous section. Furthermore, small particles

gave greater erosion reduction, which was again an effect opposite to that

predicted (Figure 61). A re-examination of the model was thus suggested.

This leads one to suspect that the basic premise of turbulence alteration may

not be correct.

One of the incidental observations of these tests was concerned with a

residue in the orifice insert. This propellant residue was apparently

substantial since soaking in a chlorinated hydrocarbon solvent was necessary

to remove it before the weight was recorded. While no indications of the

thickness, composition, or influence of the residue on erosion were given,

it seems reasonable to expect that the residue could play a role in reducing

the erosion.

Picatinny Arsenal Tests

The Swedish Additive, titnnium dioxide fir LungsLun trioxid- in a wax

matrix, was adopted for U.S. military application in 1961. This additive

was highly efiective in reducing (up to 90 percent) bore erosion in a variety

of gun barrels. The empirical results of previous tests reported by Swedish

consultants indicated that many metal compounds have wear-reducing proper-

ties. The percentage composition of the metal compound and wax and the

location of the coated cloth liner were found to be important.

Several reasons were suggested for the effectiveness of the additive.

The wax component vapo-izes and forms a coul insu]ating gas layer along the

wall, the metal oxide particles in the tlcw have a high reflect.vity and

reduce radiant heat tranefer from the propellant gas to the tube, and

the metal oxide particles form a protective coating on the tube wall
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so as to reflect heat away from the surface.

Extensive tests were undertaken at Picatinny Arsenal to evaluate

various additives and suggest a mechanism for reduced erosion which is

consistent with the test firing data. The first major report issued

is by Wolff [26] who described extensive tests with 90 and 105mm tank

ammunition. The results of a preliminary series of tests with WO3 wax

additive and a full series of test with TiO2 wax additive are summarized

in Figure 63. Control tests with no additive and with wax additive only

are also indicated. The general conclusion is that any additive is

better than ordinary untreated ammunition. The Swedish-type additives

are definitely superior to the other laminar coolant. the TiO2 additive

seems to be better than the WO3 additive; however, a larger number of

firings for the WO3 would seem to be necessary to confirm this finding. Most

surprisiag perhaps is the observation that the plain wax is also

reasonably effective.

This report is strictly empirical and does not pursue the mechanism

of barrel wear reduction. The mechanism advanced by the Swedish con-

sultants concerning reflection of radiation is not a reasonable explana-

tion because the radiative heat transfer from the gas to the tube is

negligible compared to the convective hear transfer. The maximim

radiative heat transfer is given by:

4 4
rad (T - Tw (161)

which for Tw of 5000K and Tgas of 2000°K yields a qrad of 20.6 kcal/m2 -sec

compared with the average convective heat flux calculated in Part I

ut 50,000 kcal/m 2-sec.
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On the other hand, the existence of a residue on the barrel wall is signi-

ficant. The coating was readily removed before measurements were made. For

the main series of tests a chemical analysis indicated that the coating was

mainly TiO . S~2

Subsequent tests at the Picatinny Propellants Laboratory were reported

by Lenchitz et al [36]. Tneir conclusions relating to the effect of addi-

tives on the combustion products is given early in this section of the

report. While this effect tends in the right direction, the coating effect

of the additive appears to be of greater significance. Lenchitz and his

co-workers suggested that the wax is the prime factor in building up an

effective insulatiisg coating. The role of TiO2 was considered to be that

of strengthening and permitting proper dispersion of the wax. The test

results with a 3/8-inch vented chamber (see Table V) abstracted from their

work was used to justify this conclusion:

TABLE V. EXPERIMENTAL EFFECTS OF ADDITIVES ON EROSIVITY

Sample Proportions Erosivity mg at
16,000 psi (5-shot average)

M-2 Propellant 35g 24.1

Propellant + TiO2  35g '- 2g 19.0

Propellant + wax 35g + 2-4g 2.8

Propellant + wax/TiO2  35g + 4g 0.9

(55%/45%)

The wax is clearly indicated as the major erosion reducer. In addition to

small chemical effects, the thermal insulation of the carbonized wax was
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considered to be important.

Taking an overall look at the Piatinny Arsenal test, it is reason-

able to conclude that barrel wear reducing additives produce a deposit

on the tube wall which thermally insulates the metal from the hot com-

bustion gases. This is consistent with the observation that either

wax alone, TiO2 (WO3 ) alone, or TiO2 /wax (WO3 /wax) reduces erosion. In

all cases a deposit was noticed on the barrel. The IITRI tests mentioned

previously are in substantial agreement for the effects of TiO2 and WO3

as well as for talc and microballoons. It now remains to demonstrate

that thin layers of any of these materials can produce sufficient re-

duction in metal temperature to inhibit erosion.
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SECTION IX

MBCHANISMS FOR REDUCED EROSION WITH TiO2

PARTICLES

Introduction

In light of the repetitive firing analysis and the survey of the dusty

gas heat transfer literature, the possible mechanisms by which reduced

erosion may result from TiO2 seeding of the propellant was studied for

their plausibility. The fact that the repetitive firing analysis showed

that temperatures on the inside surface of the barrel may reach the metal

melting temperature ris the findings in the literature led to concentrating

efforts on two wall temperature reducing mechanisms. The first to be dis-

cussed is the reduced heat transfer coefficient resulting from the particles

reducing the turbulence level and the second is the insulation of the tube

wall by particles forming a packed bed in the crevices of the tube surface

roughness.

Reduced Heat Transfer Coefficient

As shown in the previous section, the literature in the dusty gas

area does not include any experimental data for the Reynolds numbers range

(10 8) and particle size (<l micron) applicable to the present gun problem.

Also, all experimental work has been carried out at steady conditions,

while the gun flow is highly unsteady.

However, it can be seen from Figures 56 through 60 that a reduc-

tion in the heat transfer coefficient of around 20 percent has been

demonstrated in several cases. There are also indications that the higher

Reynolds numbers and smaller particle sizes may lead to an even higher
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reductions in the heat transfer coefficient, h, particularly at light load-

ings. It may thereby be argued that a 20 percent reduction in h Light occur

with the addition of TiO2 to gun propellants. There is evidence that it

might possibly occur but no experimental proof that it does. The plausibility

of a 20 percent reduction in h causing a sufficient reduction in the wall

temperature to produce a reduced erosion rate was studied.

The model and program for calculating heat transfer and temperatures

in the tube presented in Section II was used for this calculation. The h

which the program calculated was reduced by 20 percent and this reduced h

was used in the heat conduction analysis to find the tube wall temperature.

The results are shown in Figure 64 where the wall surface temperature

is displaced as a function of time. The peak temperature at the hottest

location (x=25 cm) is shown to be about 950*K compared to 1050°K from the

normal heat transfer coefficient results shown in Figure 27.

This 1000 K drop which would result for the 20 percent lower h value

would appear to be large enough to substantially reduce the erosion.

This is particularly true when we consider that the temperature-related

erosion mechanism would be expected to have somewhat of a threshold temperature.

Above this threshold temperature the metal would possibly be liquid so as to

erode away easily, whereas below this temperature the metal would be solid

with strength to resist erosion. This 100*K reduction could bring the metal

surface below this threshold temperature and thereby substantially reduce the

temperature-related erosion. The remaining erosion would be primarily related

to other mechanisms such as chemical or friction. This could explain the

factor of 10 reduction in erosion rate experienced in tests using TiO2 addi-

tives, however, many assumptions would have to be verified to inclusively

show this.
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Insulation Effect

In order to assess what the effect an insulating layer of TiO2

particles forming on the tube surface would have on the wall temperature,

the model and computer program were modified. The increased thermal

resistance was included in a new effective convective heat transfer

coefficient heff given by:

heff h
1 + h(AL/K) ins (162)

where AL is the thickness of the insulating layer and K. is the thermal

conductivity of the insulation.

The order of magnitude of AL can be found by considering the surface

roughness of the tube wall and assuming the interstices are filled with

TiO2 particles. These interstices are on the order of 5 to 10 microns

(0.0002 to 0.0004 inches) into which the micron size TiO2 ?articles can

be packed forming a packed bed 5 to 10 micronq thick. The order of

magnitude of tne thermal conductivity for packed beds is around 4x10-4

kcal/sec-m-0 K. This low value for packed beds is due to the voids

existing between the individual packed particles.

The results of the calculations for a single shot firing are shown

in Figures 65 and 66 assuming 5 and A0 microns for AL,respectively. This

calculation should be compared with Figure 27 in Section II which is the

identical case without insulation It can be seen that the effect of

TiO2 particles embedded in the surface roughness crevices is to lower the

peak metal surfat.e temperature from about 1050'K shown in Figure 27 to
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825'K for 5 microns of insluation or 650*K for 10 microns of insulation.

This is a very substantial decrease of 225'K and 400*K ir the metal

temperature and should account for the decreased erosion rate.

Tn order to further assess the plausibility of this hypothesis, a

calculation has been carried oot to determine the mass of Ti02 partidles

necessary to coat the tube with a 5-micron-thick layer. Taking the barrel

dimensions used throughout this work of 200 cm in length and 3cm inside

3diameter, along with a packed bed TiO2 density of 4 gm/cm , yields a mass of

3.8 gm of riO2 . For the pr(pellant loading of 172 gm, this is about a

2 percent loading fraction compared to typical loading fractions of 5 percent.

Therefore, there are adequate TO 2 particles in the propellant so that after

only a few firings the interstices of the surface roughness can be filled

with an insulating layer ot TiO2 particles.
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SECTION XI

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the findings

presented in Part II of this report.

1. Repeated firings every 60 milliseconds produced increasing

gun tube wall temperatures to 1500*K after fifty firings. At this

time (3 seconds) the thermal wave does not reach the outside of

the 1.5-cm-thick wall. Repeated firing bursts could produce

temperatures high enough to cause melting of a very thin layer

of metal inside the tube. Even after 50 firings, the temperature

drops very rapidly with increasing distance from the inside wall

surface, i.e.,with a surface temperature of 1500°K, at a depth of

0.1mm below the surface the temperature is typically below 800*K.

2. A review of the existing literature concerning experimental

measurements on dusty gases reveal that a reduction in wall

friction and convective heat transfer is possible in many cases

of lightly loaded dusty gases. Reductions up to 30 percent have

been measured in somt! cases. However, no experimental measures of

any kind are available which are applicable to the gun tube gas

flow problem.

3. Available experimental data on gun propellant additives

containing micron size particles all produce evidence of a deposit

un the inside surface of the gun tube.

4. If a reduction of the heat transfer coefficient of 20

percent were caused by the presence of micron-size particles in the
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combustion gases, the inside wall temperature would be reduced by about

100°K. This 20 percent reduction is considered possible, but experimental

evidence of this reduction applicable to this specific problem is not

available.

5. Insulation of the tube wall from the hot combustion gases can

result from the micron-size particles becoming packed into the metal

surface roughness crevices. These crevices have dimensions on the order

of five to ten microns; therefore, the packed bed of particles in these

crevices form an insulating layer of five to ten microns thickuess between

the wall and the gases. Taking typical values, this insulation layer can

reduce the tube metal temperature by up to 300'K. This hypothesis is

supported in many ways, and it is felt that it represents the mechanism

by which gun tube erosion is reduced when T1O3 particles are added to

propellants. The:dfore, in order to minimize erosion In gun tubes, this

deposition of any insulating particles into the surface roughress crevices

o!ould be optimized.
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APPENDIX I

DERIVATION OF CONSERVATION EQUATIONS

A control volume approach has been taken for the derivation of

the conservatioil equations. In Figure 37 a control volume having a

cross-sectional area A and length Ax has been shown. The volumeP

fraction of solids per unit length is v , or in the other words, v is

the fraction of the total cross-sectional area A occupied by the solids.P

Tberefore, (l-vs) is the fractional area occupied by the gases at any

position and time.

Due to the assumptions regarding the burning rate of the solids

(same for all the particles at a particular instant) and the constait

total burning surface Sb , it is easy to estimate the burning surface
t

available in the chosen control volume,

v A Ax
S = Sb s p

L bt L
I t Fp

v A dx
s p

0

Therefore, the rate of gas produced (by mass) from the solids (or, rate

of decrease of solids by mass) within the control volume is given by,

Ps SL rb

v Ax rb= ps sb s b (1-2)

t fpvd

0
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Case I (Solid particles moving at gas velocity)

Continuity of solids.

Rate of increase of Rate of solid Rate of solid Rate of gas
solid mass in c.v. flowing in flowing out produced in c.v.

(psApvsAx) (psUA ) - (psUA ) AP Sb s b
at s p ss s p S x s P Ix -d x s bt f % s dx

0

or,

3V s v s b r bA + U Ps L

+ dx

0

with U =U = U,s g

• • SS

--- s + U 9 vs + U + _ S N V s r b
3t ý.x s Tx A ( L•

0

or,

S+ U-+v -+DU +s 0(x
3 + s Dx d

s

Continuity of Gases.

Rate of increase of Rate of gas - Rate of gas + Rate of gas

mass of gas in c.v. flowing in flowing out produc-d in c.v.

_ [(l-,s)pgApAX] = [(l-vs)gApUg] - [(l-Vs)pgApU + ps S sbAx

x x+dx vdx

or,
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Sb vs rb

r(i-v)n I +2~ F(l, )U p 1 t vs b
atL s gj axL s gg9J ~s (Tý (1

p v dxJ
0

Using equation (1-3) and U = U = U:s g

(V D + (1-Vs U 11x + x =3 (ps -Pg)V
s at s 3X g ax g

or,

a p a p gp g a p S - 1 4
at ax (l-v) ax = (1-v ) Vd (1-4)

A general equation of continuity can be obtained by considering the gas-

solid mixture as a whole which gives,

Rate of increase of Rate of gas-solid Rate of gas-solid
mass of gas-solid mixture flowing - mixture flowing
mixture in C.V. in out

[V p A Ax + (1v)p gA Ax] [, DSPSUAP + (l-,vs)pgUAP] lx

- [VsPsUAp + (l-vs)pgUAp]

x+d x

or,

oV 0VsU + (a-V )pgU = 0 (1-5)

Momentum Equation.

Rate of increase of + Momentum flux Momentum flux - External
momentum in c.v. out in forces
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_ * + jp 1 2 + ( ) 2  A
-TtLs sU (-'s)gu A pg i + Ls _ s I p

x+dx

F 2 21
-vPsU +(l-Vs)pU Ap

LS S g PI x

=P API X- P A I x~x- 27R Ax T 1

or,

D- uf"P + (1-Vs)pg1U +-x [{V PsU + (lvs)o g U}1 U 2T w

Tt ss~ _ Dx[S x R

Using equat-ion (-)

)Ps + (- g][3U + U 2.U ap 2-r

3x R

Now, mixture density pm V •s Ps + (1-V s )Pg

IU + U U 1 ape 2 w( -5

t Tx P m Tx PmR

Energy Equation.

Rate of increase Energy flux Energy flux + Rate of increase of
of energy in c.v. flowing in flowing out energy due to con-

version of solids

into gases in c.v.

Rate of work done Rate of heat loss

by the gas-solid mixture to the tube wall

or,
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2 U2

5- f~vss(e -) + (l-v.)P g(eg + ))A Lx

U 2 2
U SU ULVps(e+ )U+ + (l-vs)p g(eg + U x

-4

2 2

- vP(e + 2)U + (-s )p g(eg + • )U A
SP] x+dx

+ P Sb AEb-XAE- IVsp U (P) + (1-v ) U (P)
s b p s ggpg

Ps x+d

A (-) + (1-v) )P U (i)SA VP s S g Pg x hi(T-T w'i)

where, AE Additional energy release per unit mass due to conversion

of solids into gases,

=c T - c T s W - c T (1-6)
v o s S s ss

Using the definition of enthalpy for solids and gas, i.e.

P P
h e + --- ; h = e +

s s PS g g P

a(1-v (h -- ) +h L[vpshU + (l-vs)pghgUg]
T- 1s8s s Ps S g p

U2 u2

+ L VsPs-•- + (l-V )PgI

U2 U2 Sb vrA E

+ L sPs 2 U + (l-v• U) g 2 U Sgb t sb

2h.
-- (T-T w') o

R18i
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Using U =U =U,
s g

Yt L~spshs + (l-'Vs)pghgj - -- +Ž P1v t +'x s~s.,sU~ +(-s pghgUj

+U 2 3 v p + (l-N)s)p + v+! + (l-Vs)g U gU
S,- s ps J Oss )-p

F Lvp•- + (1su )p +~ U --

2h.
2 d LsE - gj (TLTw ,ij

Using the general equation of continuity (1-4) and the momentum equation

(1-5):

[vspshs + (1-vs)pghg1 + -L KsPsh U + (1-vs)p hUl - -- + U --~ s S g xLss s g gj t 3

2h. 2-r U
Vd LE-i)!T- -- H--

Sd s R R

Ou differentiation and by use of continuity of solids (164) and continuity

of gases (1-3)-

3~ h Fm2p+v•psL -i2U-,- u + (1-vs)pgI- + u -~ I -

2hi 2t U
p V (AE + hs h) - -- (T-T +) +
s d s g R p R

Using the notation Dt + UDt Dt Dx

and h = c T +-- finally:
S S S pS
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Dh Dh DP 2h.
vD ( + (1-V )P (W + - hg) - - (T-T .)
ss D- sg Dt -D- =s "ds Rs w,i

2 U
W- (1-7)

Case II (Solid particles stationary at their initial positions)

Continuity of Solids.

Rate of increase of Ra,_e of solids Rate of solids Rate of gas
solid mass in c.v. flowing in flowing out produced in

C.V.

") r. Ax
(•(sAp•vAx) 0 - 0 S s

"sb t P , dx

0

or,

3s S b vsr b
"5F = (A'-)LP sdV-ds (I-8)

Tt- A L pv dxd

o

0

Continuity of Gases,

Rate of increase of = Rate of gas Rate of gas + Rate of gas
mass of gas in c.v. flowing in flowing out produced in c.v.

[(l-Vs)ApPgAx] j (l-s)ApPgUg] x - [(l-vs)AppgUg]
-t pg p x+dx

v rb Ax+ P s S bt Lp v sdX

sb vdx

0

or,
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5t [(1**V s) g1 + [(1-VS )p U 9 sb s4d (ggj 'SAt)L ")4 rb (1-9)p rJvdx sv x

0

Putting U= U and using equation (1-8):

-s) L x x g xJ Pg sd gax s d

or,

3P U =(P s-Pg)P 3
1- U p + (I-10)Dt ýx g x =(i-v S) d 1- x

Momentum Equation. As the solids are at rest, the free as volume in

the control volume shown in Figure 37 is taken as the new control volume

in the following derivation. It is assumed that the solids are at the

core of the flow and the skin friction at the surface of the solid

particles is negligible.

Rate ot increese + Momentum Momentum .External
of momentum in c.v. flux out flux in forces

t l-vs)AppgUgAX] + L(l-vs)ApP gUg2 1x+d - \ -)Ap Ug2 Ix

1(l-V sA PP ] x - [( 1-V s)A P] P x+dx

D(l-V )
+ PA Ax -2R AxT

p ax w

or,
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s g g - i x S gg g) . L sj

,(i-) 2-
+ P -sJx R

Using equation (1-9) and putting U = U,g

/1U L :' -( 2+rSi R
s % t Jx s d x R

or,

DU PU 2-?
+) •U 1 3P P

t +Ux P g x (1-Vs)Pg ds (1-) s)pg R

Energy Equation. The same control volume as used in the derivation of

momentum equation is taken.

Rate of Pnergy - Energy flux Energy flux + Rate of energy increase
increase in c.v. flowing in flowing out due to gas coming into

the c.v. from the solids

Rate of work, Rate of heat
- done by the - loss to the

flowing gas tube wall

or,
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(e+=[1-v)AppgL~ge +

pgg g~jx+dx

+p S v sAx rb

+Ps~ ,bj vdx

(1\))A p U

{(1-v )A p U (-p 27TR Ax It (T-T

or,

atg 9 2 j +x 9

sbt vs rb 2h- '
ApJ p vdx

Put U -U and It e +-.,

Tt pg -X Lg + 9 L iig + ½ it Ls'~
+ I~ -L-- [F v~~2]_ ~

2i 1(T -T~
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Using equations (1-9) and (I-ii)

a p, h, a 1F ) -h

(1 h + - rU' (l-s + P V T
at (L-s gg Dx l-vS) P - s- d 2

-2 S

+U-p VU - (i-v) -P 2-w W
3s x R J s d

- -(T-Tw,.)

Using equation (1-8)

• 1 s ghg + )p h(lvs)pgh - (1-vs) + U

E2 2h 2T U
= (W - P + -) (T-T +Ps •d s Ps 2 R WIi R

or,

(I-V r~h . iD h _IV. fa L 1v
( g-v L) + U + J a h t

a-p )P (W + 2+ I_)
sLat + x U -~ d (w + 2

h --(T-Tw + 2 U

Using equation 11-9) and notation k- = L + U - finally
9 t 3t )x
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DhDP 2S(l-Vs)Pg___ - ( -•s = Ps d (W +--P + U- hg
s g ~ t sdPS 2 g

-- 2hi (T-T + 2TU
R Rwi R (1-12)

Computation of Lurning Surface

A typical solid particle, a single perforated cylinder in shape,

is shown in Figure 38.

Let,

ri = initial inner radius of the particle

r = initial outer radius of the particle
0

1 = length of the particle

n = total number of the particles in the chamber

Therefcre, total initial burning surface = 2r(ri+ro) 1 n . It is

assumed that combustion gas is produced from both inner and outer cylin-

drical surfaces of a particle but not from two ends. If rb is the linear

speed of burning, which is assumed to be same for all the particles at

a particular instant, the total burning surface after time At is

L2r (ri+rb At) + (r-rb At)] 1n

2ff (r i+r )l n

It is clear that for hollow cylindrical particles the total

burning surface is constant and can be given by
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21T(r -2r 2) n ps
S -~0 1 r~Sb =p0 (r o-r i)

t

2m (I-13)
Pssi

where

m = initial mass of solids
s.

1

p = solid mass density

w = initial web thickness of a solid particle
S.

1

ExpressionsL for Enthaloies of Solids and Gases

For any pure substance, h = h(P,T)

dh -(3) dp + (D) dT (1-14)
T

Frovi thermodynamics, dhl Tds + vdP

S= T- + v (1-15)

Again from Gibb's form of first law of thermodynamics,

dG - - s dT + v dP (1-16)

As Gibb's function G is a property of the systeindG aiust be an exact

differential

1D4



T = (1-17)

Now, coefficient of thermal expansion, B p

Equation (1-15) becomes,

h =- T~v + v =v(l-T$)-•T

Equation (1-14) becomes,

dh = v(l-T3) dP + c dT (I-18)
P

Solids

For solids, c is equal to c and it has been assumed that the
p s

temperature of the solids T remains constant throughout the period ofs

burning

* dh =--(l-Ts) dP
s P s ss

It has also been assumed that the coefficient of expansion for solids

s is negligible.

dh - -d (1-19)
s ps

SP

and h - c T + (1-20)s s S PS
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Gases

The equation of state for the combustion gas at high pressure

can be taken as,

P(• -0) = R T (1-21)

where, the covolume n is a constant.

Now,

Xv R

• " 8g = 9•\T

g P g

From equation (1-18)

dh = v dP + c dTg g~ VgP

or,

dhg = dP + c dT (1-22)g P

Now, the specific heat at constant pressure, c Y-- R yields,p y-I g

dh? + dT (1-23)
dh n y- g

Differentiating equation (1-21) and using v. W, 1/pg9

R dT= ( - n) dP- ---- dp
g p pg2
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Equation (1-23) becomes,

dh (-p dp (Y1p 7  g (1-24)
g g)(Y-1) gYl~

From equation (1-22)

h 9 P +c pT

gY- p

(Y-nP)
= -~-- P(1-25)

('f-l) 9Pg
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APPENDIX II

DERIVATION OF BOUNDARY LAYER MOMENTtUoM EQUATION

With reference to Figure 39, the boundary layer momentum integral

equation is derived as follows:

Equation of Continuity

Rate of increase Rate of mass flow Rate of mass flow
of mass in c.v. = into the c.v. - out through surface

through surface AB CD

Rate of mass flow

+ into the c.v.

through surface BC

R R R

7-t j26rAxp dr L R-r J x - [,R6 p u drj x+dx

+ nBC (II-l)

Momentum Equation (x-directional)

Rate of increase Momentum Momentum External
of momcntum in - flux in + flux out = forces
C.V.

2Tr Ax p u dr U BCr p u2 dr + 2r p u

t-mBC . )R- ]

R-6 R •-J x+ax

SR R

-- 27r P dr - 2r P dr

x R-6 i [x+dx

+ 27T(R-6)( 6-- Ax)P - 27R Ax(r
4tz w (11-2)
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Using the expression for 1iBC from equation (II-1), equation (11-2)

becomes,

R R R

at (pu r)dr-U Tt (pr)dc-U -U. (pu r)dr + (pu r)dr

R-S 6.-- fR-6

- (P r)dr -4- (R-6)P--a6 R (11-3)
"Tx ax w

R6

Now, for thin boundary layer, radial component of velocity is very

small ar.d consequently,

3P -0 (11-4)
ar

Also, as U. # f(r),

a R a R R 2au
-- Upr dr oU r dr + r dr 'U- (II-5)

LR -6 _-

and

a ~R FR 2a
-(ur)dr U u x r dr +[I ur dr - (11-6)
ax (Drd x 3T LJu

RR-6 _6

Using relations (11-4), (11-5), and (II-6),finally

Rf R au
a-- p(Ua-u)r dr + pu(Uý-u)r dr r d

Tt X ( at
R R-6 -- RR-6 -

au I lap
- ur d • rdr -+ T R (11-7)

L ax a w
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now

fR 6 2

rdr= 6 -R6

R-6

and using Pf, i.e. gas density corresponding to the film temperature,

as the average density in the boundary layer, the equation (11-7) becomes,

R R

-t , (U.-u)r dr + x pu(U.-u)r dr + (U -u)r dr --

2 [.P Ui 3U0]
= (R6 - 2-) [x + Pf - + PfU. ý- j +wR (11-8)

The equation(II-8) is the required momentum integral equation for a

nonsteady, nonuniform, and developing compressible flow in a tube.
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APPENDIX III

FLOW CHART FOR THE SINGLE SHOT COMPUTER PROGRAM

Main Program

CStartt)

KPl

FRead input data and calculate
all the non-dimansionalizing
and other constants

BCalnulate the Average chamber
pressure, total unburne solids
by volume and by mass

Determine the new time increment
At' by applying (137)

fBurning pressure = Average chamber]

[Calcuate the burning ra-te

co rresponding to the burning

pressure from Table I

Calculate the piston displacement
and velocity after time At'

Call subroutine SP to determine
the ballistic properties at the
piston base after time At'
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Average base pressure =

½ (calculated value at t+.t
+ present value at time t)

mert and velocity based on

average base pressure

values of .
piston position
and velocity byj
new values

Is percentage difference

between the new and the old
value of the piston displace-
ment less than 0.0001?

Yes

Call subroutine WP to deter-
mine the ballistic properties
at the tube head end-I
Calculate the first estimated
values of v , p', U1 , P' at all
the nodal p6int§ at time t'+At'
using (100), (101), (102) and
(103) for Case I and corresponding
expressions for Case II

Calculate the second estimated
values using (108), (109),
(110), and (111) for Case I

and similar equations for Case
II

A verage the two estimated values

to obtain the final values at
time t'+At.

Find free stream temperature T

using the equation of state (6)
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Interpolate between the
base point and the nearest
nodal point to determine
the properties at this point(s)

I where finite difference scheme
I could not be applied

KP-2

IBurning pressure
j½ (average chamber
pressure at t+At
average pressure ati
t) j

[Calculate average chamber
1pressure at t+At from

t he calculated pressures
at all points

< Is KP equal to 2? -No

_ Yes

Calculate momentum thickness
at all the nodal points using

(117), (120), (121), and
(122) and interpolate the
point(s) adjacent to the base
point

Calculate the friction coefficient

and the heat transfer coefficient
at all points at time t'+At' using
(59) and (63)

Compute heat loss to the tubeI wall during the time interval

At' based on the conditions at
time t

Call subroutine HTW to calculate
the wall temperature at time t'+At'
using the average value of heat
transfer coefficient2
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Replace the old values of time,
piston position, ballistic properties,
momentum thickness and heat transfer
coefficient by new values

-No EHas the piston reached the end

of tthe tube?

Yes

Calculate the ballistic efficiency
and write the final results

Stop
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Subroutine BP

The purpose of the subroutine is to calculate the ballistic

properties at the piston base at time t'+At' knowing the properties

at all the points at time t', and the velocity and the position of

the piston at time t'+Lt'. The following flow diagram should be

read along with Figure 3.

EStart

Except the velocity at point 2,
assume all the properties at
point 2 and point X to be same
as point 1

Determine the position of point
X using (124) and calculate the
properties at that point by linear
interpolation L
Calculate the mean values of all
the coefficients of (125) or
(126) in between points 2 and

Calculate the pressure at point

2 using (125) or (126)

Determin• the mean values of all
the coefficients of (127) and

[j(128) in between points 1 and 2

Calculate the gas density and
the volume fraction of solids
at point 2 using (127) and (128)
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Replace the old values
of the properties at
point 2 by the new values

Is percentage difference between
the old and the new values for
the pressure and the gas density
at point 2 less than 0.0001?

Yes

Is difference between the old
and the new values of the volume
fraction of solid6 at point 2_C/
less 'than 0.00001?

Yes

Calculate the temperature at 1
point 2 from the equation ofj
state (6).

Retur
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Subroutine WP

This subroutine is called to zalculate the properties at the

tube head end at time t'+At'. The logic is same as that for subroutine

BP and the flow diagram should also be read along with Figure 3.

i Assume all the properties at points

12' and X' to be smasp inl'

Determine the position of point X'
using (131) and find the properties
at that point by interpolationI
Calculate the pressure, gas density,
and volume fraction of solids at
point 2' using (132), (133), and
(134) for Case I and (135), (133),
and (136) for Case II

Replace the old values
of the properties at
point 2' by the new
values

I! percentage difference between the

No old and the new values for the pressure\
and gas density at point 2' less than
0.0001?

Yes

Is difference between the old and the
No< new values of the volume fraction of

solids at point 2' less than 0.00001?

l Yes
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Calculate the temperature at

point 2' using the equation ot

state (6)

Return
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Subroutine HTW

The purpose of the subroutine is tc calculate the wall

temperature at a particular station along the length of the tube

at time t+At, knowing the temperature distribution at the present

time t, and the mean heat transfer coefficient h over the time
m

interval At. In the following flow diagram, At is the time step

selected in the main program whereas At is the time step selected

in accordance with the stability condition for the temperature calcu-

lation.

CStart

TIMl=0

Select At f rom (142) or (143)

No1
N°Is At less than (At-TIM1)?>

[Replace At by (At-TIMl)
I • Yes

Calculate TNEW(1), i.e. new
inner surface temperature after
the time interval At using (139)

K=2

Calculate TNEW(K), i.e. new
temperature for subsequent layers
using (138)

ABCD=TNEW(K-l)-TNEW (K)
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ITI-
Is A3CD less No K=

LtLhan 0.1?

T Yes

[TIMI =TIMI+Atj

Replace the old values of the

wall temperatures by the

calculated values

Yes I~s TTIMi less than Lt

No

CReturn
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APPENDIX IV

SINGLE SHOT COMPUTER PROGRAM INPUT

Input Parameters

PR Pressure at which experimental burning
rates are input (nt/m2 )

BL,"R Burning rate at PR pressure (m/sec)

TUBEL - Tube Length, also reference length (m)

XNI - Nondimensional projectile starting
position

PI - Nondimensional axial tube step size

DIAT - Tube diameter (m)

MASSP - Projectile mass (kg)

PO - Shot start pressure (nt/m2 )

TO - Propellant flame temperature ( 0 K)

RSP - Ratio of gas specific heats

WM - Propellant molecular weight

ETA - Co-volume of gases (m3 /kg)

DENS - Propellant solid density (kg/rm3 )

CHARO - Initial propellant mass (kg)

BETAS - Zero

WEBT - Propellant web thickness (m)

MN - Gas viscosity at TO

CPG - Specific heat of gas (kcal/kg -'K)

CONG - Thermal conductivity of gas at TO

(kcal/m -sec- 0 K)

H - Boundary layer velocity profile parameter,
for one seventh profile = 1.2857
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B Ludwig - Tillman friction factor parameter
0.286

ROUT - Tube outside radius (in)

RIN - Tube inside radius (m)

DELR - Tube wall radial step size for numerical
conduction solution (m)

DIFFU - Thermal diffusivity of metal (m2 /sec)

C0PDUC - Metal thermal conductivity (kcal/m - sec - OK)

TAMB - Ambient air temperature (*K)

HO - Heat transfer coefficient for tube outside
surface (kcal/m2 - sec)

UNI - Zero

UNBI - Zero

PRNI - One

PRNBI - One

DENNI - One

DENNBI - One

TEMn! - One

TEMNI - One

All data is to be input in format form to conform with read and

format statements as follows. An example is also shown.
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READ 199, (PR(IJ)), BUR(IJ), IJ = 1,20)

199 FORMAT (4(E12.2, F8.5 j)

READ 200, TUBE2, XN,, PI, DIAT, MASSP

200 FORMAT (5F16.4)

READ 201, PO, TO, RSP, WM, ETA

201 FORMAT (E16.3, F16.1, F16.4, F16.2, F16.6)

READ 202, DENS, CHARO, BETAS, WEBT

202 FORMAT (FIO.1, 2FI0.3, F10.2)

READ 203, MU, CPG, CONG, H, B

203 FORMAT (5F16.7)

READ 204, ROUT, DELR, DIFFU, C0NDIUC, TAMB,HO

204 FORMAT (6F13.7)

READ 101, UNi(1), UNBI, PRNI(1), PRNB1, DENN1(1),

DENNBI, TEMNI(1), TEMNBI

101 FORMAT (8F9.2)
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APPENDIX V

SINGLE SHOT COM4PUTER PROGRAM LISTING
DIMENSION U,'lIZý))1)PRt1C2UjlDLENN.1(2j1),TE'sN)1(20I),VFSI(201),p

4PREN2E2I)s~L2(4.VE(2.l ) ,L F2Lt2(2I ) C2A2O1iTK1(2ul ) 91 (20) AT2E2(01)

~~ I Ht-1 ( 21,1 IsH2(01Iý ;r' ,.TJIM a I RFI*T1(21 I s

6[11(2wl) E2Et2L.l ) L)[P)F1(201) 9UEtF2(201 )[)DEN*2F(201 I PLE.N2F21201 f

DIMENSION I$P(4#5UJJ),TG(4p500) * '
~CDM~t I4C~FJE~.iJb.L IALs--RIAV.

COKM1ON /Mi3PlvPC/RSP9,ETAL)O
CON4MCN i SIRP eflLD.IipLLR&N I INI OF tvj 1 _VFAIor *DSVi.jMV43lfl1. I

1HlREfMTI3DE NFl
-- M -S

CONMON /MRAUT/TIMEP(5(UI,1T'.X1(6OO),TWX2(60O),TýX3(6O'fl9TWýX
4(6OO)9

COMMON /MOP!f./KT

COMMO?,0f /MHBPw~P/ TO, TEM'-N1 TENlh!

199 FORMATW4E12*29F895fl
20a n N!ATI riE16.aJW
2Ul FORMAT (E16.3,Fl6.1 ,F16.4,F16.2,F16.6)
2112 F nR m A II F 10 .F 11) -3 F 1 7 1

2U3 FORMATC5Fl6.7)
2D& EnRMATAI -,,713lL--_______________

209 FORMAT(17H MOLECULAR WT-tF6o'-2?H RATIO OF SP.HEATSasF6o49/I
210LFORMAT1J.J..k TUFRI F E4 1 .1OHM XN1 c= -4 F H &L&J -L-.AE.5 k&U H

I DIAT=,F5.4,1IHM MlASSPutF593*13H (6 COVOL,9F8*.,71CU*1M/(
2_klUH PRIANflTI :,FA,.Ljll

211 FORMAT(liM POxtE8*4923HNEWTON PER 50r4 DENGOuF6*2917HK.G P
1FH CLI.M IfDLU.:aE.1% DE.OC, K [jNITVu.FA.1.19HM PFIR cFC jJJI1FCAa
2F7*593HSEC/)
21 O4I112H CdAHARGE 1Eh,.3Az1*21HG ...2tE.&IkiCJNFS~u* F6A-4*71 H M

1 SOLID DENSITYxF7*1*22H KG/CUo.M POTENTIALtF1C.2,8H KCAL/KG/

218 FORMAT124H G.VISCOSITY(REF.TE D):,F8.6,17HKG/Ai-SEC- GJS CPu9F6*4o
ZI XAiJCg4L6X--AS-CONJDioE7 a 3HKCA' M-FC.KSL CL

219 FORAAT(13H 14ETLoDIFFUsF1O.8,2OHSOM/SEC METAL CONDv9F8*6*23HKCAL

213 FORV.AT (//10H TIME(ND)BF9*6,15H SOL aY MASSnF8.6,1411 AV*PRESS
I ORFst FlO.A&. I Ni PII;Tfn% VrliHr~I.FQh.17H HFATI

214 FORMAT (115H DIST(ND) VELINDI PRLSS(ND) SOL 63Y VOL GAS D(ND)
1 MIX WNW R FEU10p0 NO JCWIl& pFYN-fl NLU

215 FORMAT (7F11*6)
216 FO1~I4ALJIE1i1abJ.EU-2. 2E 1u. I.F1I0..21
101 FORMAT(8F9*2)
77 FORMAT(1c30169
25U FORMATWH7 TIMEvsF8*6t13HSEC PRO*VELZF8o1,15HM4/SEC PRO.IC.Eus

1F892,20HKCALJ±INPUT F.NERGY:.F8,2s27HI(CAL BALLISTIC EF~.Ejg.F8*
220 FORMATWS1iS.)

READ 200, TuLEL*XN1,PIsDIAT*MASSP
READ 201. PO9TORSPvWM.±Lj.
READ 2U2, DENS9CHARO98L7AS,9dE6T
READ 2039 MUCPG*CONGI4.B
READ 2049 ROUT9DELR*DIFFUCONDUC9TAM~pH0
READ 101,UN1(I),UN81,PRNII1),PRNB1,DENN1(1IDENNB1,TEMN1Ii19TEMNSI

216



ARE Ad=2*CHARO/ IDENSAWE.314--

AREAP=3.I4L.59ttDlA1T*2 /4.
RU=8314./WM1
UjNIfVL=SQ2QT Pfl#FTA+RtI*Tnl
TIMEC=TUt3IL/UNITtV-I OfiG0= 1.*1 L~TA-RU*LJPOi.-
VT=AREAP*XN1*TUdEL
V ESI571 IR) 'R/-YI=D±3IGQ 11A 0EN~S=D4G12I
DO 5(X) 1=19N

5VJJLVFSlfI1=VFal
VIFSOI=VFSI

ETADO=ETA*DENGO
IEIAS=300..
T BE TAT EMS*BTAS
aAT flnA=ARFAS/ARFAP
HVS=RU*TO/U(RSP-1)*4184@)

C AL V=HVS

NN=(ROUT-RIN )/DELR+u.OO(iU01

DO 251 1=192ul

251 TEMM(IvJ)=TAM8

MTK1U )=U.

REMT(I )=O.

OT=O. J

A=U.123/( 1U.U**(fJ.678*H))

BU#Mlu( (+B)*A/H)*(TUEBEL/RIN)*BUM

BUM13=DENGO*CPG*UNITV/ (2*IPRNDTL**(2./3.)))
RUM4u * 1. .±B.I.....
WRITE(6.217) BUM4

217 FQRMAT IFl%-A
BUM5sDENGO*UNI TV*R IN
RW46mA2*A*ljlRFlFJRTNi

JINITFjA*21L)I TUH4E1 .)tN1.PTDflAT.M4ASS-P.FTA-PRNDTI-

WRITE(6#209) WMRSP
dqRITFUA,.11 I Pf')DFNnr)%TQLJNlTVJ.TlMFC
WRITE(6,212) CHAROWEI3TsDENS#CALV

WRITE(6,2I9)0l)FFU*CONDUC9TAMB
'no I IX=2,N
UN1(IX)uUN1(1)+IUNBI-UN1(l))*(IX-1)/N

MxN

T IMEWa~e

71IMESuOo2

C CALCULATION OF AVERAGE CHAMBER PRESSURE AND BURNING RATE
5 PDUMlaPRN1(1I 217



SjDO 1u5 1z2tKK 1
105-PDUY I =PDUM'.1*'FJ41li L I

AVPRII= (PDUP. I*P I+Pi!D41(.I Xtil(P.I) *P M /Xh I

DO lu6 7=3,v
1..PDU!62 =PE;U:.:2 oP.PR4I Ll

AVPRL=(p)jK12*PI+PR~iolstXNl-IY--I)*Pl)i/XNI
-AVPRMj(t4.4,PRiltAVPRL1../2.ý--
VDU141=JVFS1(l)

107 VDU'41=VDUtM1+VFS1( I)
-T-SVfi=VDAJI"A L*SJFSIJJYJ). tX!L1=-WUAD-I-
VDUl612=VFS1 12)
0- 108 1?;3u-gI4

108 VDU;42=VDUM2+VFS1 (13

TSV= ITSVH+TSVL 312*
-RQ-ADa--RA*l!E-lS4HR-
IF (PMeLT. 13) GO TO 73

GO TO 72

72 HP(29K T)=H1(13)
I E1 IM .IT - ) .GO- TO ~ILd.
TG( 19KTI=TEP~Nl126)*TO
Crfl To 701

700 TG( 19KTI=TEV.Nzl*TO

TIMEP(KT 3=TIlME1*TIMEC
IF I (1 -1% T-1 Af G To 7112
TG(3,KT 3:TEtMN1(84)*TO

702 TG(39KTI=TEMNB1*TO

IF (M *LTo 142) O0 TO 105
Trr4.IcTl=TFMNf1f471*Tf)
Go TO 706

706 HP (49K TVHI =14042)1

TWX2((T )=TEMM(26*1)
TWX3(1i'T ,=TFMMriI.1 1
TWX4(Kr )=TEMM( 10191P

IF (TI______________________

561 IK=IK~+l
TlM.FSP(IKi =T1MFl*TTMFC

DO 623 IJ=1,51

623 XWM(IJ)ni1J-1)*O.02

TIMES=TIMES*0.2

371 WRITE(69213) TlME1,PROPlv*AVPRNvUN81,QT
PR1NI 214
D0 90 IX1,qM*5

DM1(IX=zVFS1(IX)*DENNS+(1-VFSIIIX))*DENN1(IX)
IF lIXFQ.11 C1 TO BQ

GO TO 90
89 WRITE(69215)XUN1(IX)hPRN1(IX),VFS1( IX1,DENN1(1X3,DMIIIX),

218



9t. CO%~TINUE
0M:sI VFSIJ I*DENt4S+( I VFSLI 9)EP1A I

c srI.ECfiON OF 1N-EW Tl'r. lN(,RLAMF41NT
-374.LDO--2A=1,M

CALL COEF~tdR~lI),DENN1(1),VFStil),P1CIl),Cl(l),D.'ii(I),DUMlDUM'2,

2 UNC AR (I ) =Xil I I )+SQR T I cl (I) /i)t41 (1I
-CALL COEE LPR?~t1 LL, INl~il.VESiU~ iadxiCticalsiDtl9.nUK.12DullaFBI
UNCANL3=UNt31+SGHT (Ji1/iJM61)
..UMAX =U NCARA 11
DO 12 1=29M

11 UMAX=UNCARtl)
.12-ACOUItUNUE

IF (UMAX-UNCAPB113%14,14

14 DTNýPI/UMAX
MUlTM*TUREI IilPd1Tv

AVPR2zAVWRl

PRtIJ-1))

C CACULTIO OFNEWPISON OSIIONITSVELOCITY AND GAS PROPS AT BASE

3flACCL jPO*PRNEW*A4A/AS
~DELiwU IIN.31 NI TVIDT+ACN'aL*(IDT**2 I 2. /II9

6F XN dS(DNEWDELSN /)LS-OJO Z,,5

CA ~LSDL BlP9Di3. E9.

ACCLuACNEW
10TO &

20J IN2uXN1*ONEW

PI'NB~wPB) TEt4N82mTESI

CCALCULATION OF GAS PROPERTIES AT TUBE HEAD END

MTKVZ 111.0.
CALL WPIPRN2(11 )DENNZ(1).TEI4N24I~hVFS2(I))

C CALCULATION FOR INTERIOR POINTS START

219



2(1-VFS1(1))
P P;' I I I=~ PRN If I( I I *(PRNLLŽ I iRa 12 tt I - J.2PLLTu1"'L *'11 1.J1 1* LUM Uý...
luNI~l) )/PI+1(1J()*1,SV*VFS1(1)*UTN4

VE2EJ(.1 ) VF&-1t.11 DTN*UN1 LI )*: (VFS11I2J -!.-E-Sl1-1 h/P I t)NIN*VES1liUj*
1(L.N1(2)-UNIU ,)/Pi-DTtJ*DSV*VFS1(1)

CALL COEF(PR2L(1),DEN2E(l1hVF2E.(l),I3E(l)vC2E(fl t,DA2F(1),DUM1,I

NtT2E(I ):U.

J=IFCEM(I'JLEO G T 60

600 ULO$SF11UO.

1DENNI(JXl)4IUN1(IXlU1X/IV1IXPITN(ES

DEN2F I UI IRTMF(J+1)*DENN I J 11 (I +ETAO)O*IDENN2(JX)*(RM(RTIX-1+)=I,

vF2E(IxUv*SQT((TO*TN*N1(tX)*IvF(T~s,1/(IX+1)vsIx)/JDN

IF(RVfAT(IX)oLE90s) GO2ETOX6mOO

1DUMINOU?42EZECIX))DN1I)(N(X***/RM(X*S

1PREIIX0fhIULC X)SI)-LOSFOT

1DENZEIEIX)sUNIUZIX)X)-NU2EI)*UII-UNII/(1FE IX))/Pl-DTN*(DENNS I+I

IF N2FZ(IX)*:RTMFII)OE2EI3X/1EA~tE2Z(X(OM(I))

1ZENI(IX)*(UN1(IX+I)UEIIX1))/PI*CZE(IXVFSIIX))flT+TN*DEN6UN

DEN2F1 IX)*RH1( FIXI*DT*EPN1 IIX)/-+T(ij1A.1.LL±2EIX)*IRTMF(aA.LN

VFZE2UIX3I)UNFSIX3-DTN*UZII1X)*IVFZE(IXI*-VFZEI!-1)PDTN*B'M*lI)

IVF2EIIX)*uVFIIIX)-DTNEII(-IX)IiP F!sltlXDSI)-Fh.LLLLL I-

UtZIF (F2EIUZeE*OX)*UZCZIX)alIZ

IMEN21I IX)a3IDEZI I al NV ZEZ( IX)ULZ )I IXI-II - I.DN'RFIIX
IPRNZI IXI11tPRZME(IX)PZIXIP) 312.FDT

IDN2(II*U2II)UZII-1)/IIVFEIXI*l)D220ENS

- 22 IIPRM IX)DNE1 - -TAODNE2II(TM (X -l



V-F62(I IX )=4-VF2E-1-IX I *V$4EZ2IX-)-) Z*-.
IF (V'FS2(IX)*LE.,U.) VFS2(IX)=U.

X P=XN 2/P 1

MM=J+1

DO 8u 1X=MMtMN

DF NN2 I X I =DF MN2(, I+ltrNN;j?-DPN J ) .:-JI*P I I I XM-I J- I I*P I I
VFS2(IX)=VFS2(J3+(VFSU2-VFS2(J))*(IX-J)*Pl/(XN2-(J-13*P1)
TFI.Vi-5LF2-LLXJ)-&-LE. C *L..Vf-S2LIIXL C&.

80 TEMN2(IX)=PRN2(1X3*I1-ETA)O*UENN2(1X))/(DLN~N2IIX)*(1-ETADOI)

IF(KP*EQ*2) GO TO IUU

K~MM-1

11U PDUM3=PDUM3+PRN2( 1)
AVtPRH=An P) ~I M 3* P I P W4 2 LXI fLX2-a4-1UPJJX2
PDUM4=PRN2 (23

Ill PDUM44:PDUM4+PRN2(iI)
.AVPRL~iL-fIUMA±flLt-P.Nf2-- X2* ?- I-LL±E-I) IL)XkI
AVPR2=PO* (AVPRH+AVPRL 3/2.N ~MU~IU[*SURT(TO*1N¶IX)+TE~*i'VIX,1) 3(2*703)

121mTU2EjIXI-iU1.1(1XI)DTN*UNLL= JtT1 I+ ~TIhX/HPI.UL
3McB*DT*(UCT*PRIX+)RN1(IX)*18)/DN(J*U)/(DENI(IX*MTK(IX)*(DT*((+Z

GO TO 1201

120)1 Mj2F2I-v)mM~T1UIV)DTN*#N17I!MI*(MT2P(IXIk-MT2FfJVIX)INZ*Pl1It8imL!

1Ma*DTN*(UNE11X)**(1,s) )/(DEN2FI(IX)**L5)-(1+B)*?4TKE(1X)*(DTN*((HrI2)*

3DEN4FII1X)33+UU.WEt2FZ(IX)-DENFIIXflDEN2FIIX))4t1b)*4B)''2IIX)*UP

31 MTV.2(1X1uI34rZ(1X34T2E(IX1)2

61NKZIX0*(UUtTKZJ)-:TKZJ(IXI-J*PEIX-/(XNZ-IJ-1)*PI, I)*ll
ItioM*S0RTt-topfiE-11N2illT3MI13/ZT3

GO O 1UL**
1300 KtI.T.. WRTE6,17 MK2 I

M4Ku0 u4TZ 9*U4

l~tlDTN(U2(IXI*(Id))(DE221X*U-l+)M2(XO(T#(+1



.I.ElL. G T -1M U I Ia1 2 T T L:'&2 ItI/ T E! MM 2(1 1AT O+TEtv-I.Yt1 .
1)EI.14F 2( I )R T:.'.F I I*IDhrN12 ( 1 1 + 1. T A DO xPL IN 2( I K*(IT PF ( I - I
.IfAL)ENaFZ(ILL~k*.Y.lýRITE(C..77) DENF2(-IIRTXF(lJ.LbENN2t!)ý
REMT(1 )=t3UN5*DENF2( I)-xUtJ2(1I)xAI:iTK((I)/M~UL

FRIF=2*A/(RE-T~fl)**3)

GO-110-4 122
401 FRIF=O.
402-1.AZLL aLdhI2*0Et4E2.I LitUIN2.LL)A-R1 F.

C COMPUIiArI( OF hEAT LOŽSS IN TINIE DELTA
EL.ECQ o2 .-LC..O J.l-UL0 ýj

IF (I *E~o.IM) GO) TO UJOI

GO) TO 100Q3

(31 n.
103OT=QT+0i

CALL H1TW( I

C REINITIALISATION
TlMFlgTtfI4rlTnm

KTUI(T+l

UNSB1UN82

DENNBI-DENN82

TEMNBlwTEMNB2

UNIC IX) IUNZC IX)

DENNi (IX )vDFNN2 CIX)

MTIIX IaMTK2 CIX)
QATFMNltIvta1EMN2.X%

DO 53 Iu2*M

IF (XN1-1.) 59,7*7
7 WRITF(A.2131 LfdE;P_&kOPM.AVIDRM.IIN~1.O

PRINT 214

'IF (IX*EQol) GO TO 88

8C WRITE(6,?15)XUN1CIX),PRN1(IXI.VFS1(IX),DENN1(IX),DM1 (IX),

91 CONTINUE

WRTTE169215) XNIUN81,PRNB1,VFSB1,OEiNNBIDMaITEMftBI
T6429MT)TE#4N1 s3M'O
HiP(2*KT)ml1(13)

*1 TIMEPIKT)aTIMEI*TIMEC
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HPh1.K~T)=H1261

flPC49KT)=H1(I42)

DO 710 Je(=1,KT

7UCON T INUE

TwX I(KT ) TU.LNi( 16 *1)

TNiX3IKT )=TEiMM%( 51,1)

l~ F QRMA *V F

ENS=PRE*( 1-TbETA)/DENNS
ENG=RJ*±(RSP-ETADQ*DENG)/ NrEP*(R5P-1))
Z=(l-VFS3*(l-ETAUC*DENG)-(RSP-1)*VFS*TBETA
BRPý-RRELLZ

G=DENG/( (1-VFS)*B)
H=RPI*~.NtfG(N-NSRAJ-.IVS*s~pj
E=(RSP-1',/Z

( END

SU13ROUTINE i3P(PR9DEN9TEM9VSM)
COMMON ZLMBPWiPC/&si,LlAnn
COMM4ON /MBPW'VIDTNPIPRNI(2011,UN1(201),DENN1(2O1),VFS1(?O1).DWSV#

1BUMfl~o *U17,I2jt1j.ZF11ivfi~TI201)3DFNFI(2QI1

COMMON /MBP/PPNboDENNB1,UN81,UNB2,XNI,XN2, VFS81

COMMON /I¶HBPWP/TOTEMN11201),TEMM(2O1,5l)
RR2AmPRfWS
DEN2mDENND1

CALL COLFIPR2,DEN2,VS2,t32,C2,DZGZH2,E2)
CALL COFFIPRNi3I .0INNBI .VFSH1 .ti1 .C~1 .DBeGRI .Ha1 FR1I

SB1.VFSB1*( 1-VFSb1l)/DlENNb1
Y I pilInFNNA

PRX aPR N813
* ~DFN~aflFNNRI

UXuUNB1

DX*DB1
RUBI~
CXvCB1

5 DAV*(D2+DX)/29
RAV:1fn2+EAY ,.

UAVs(UNB2+UXI/2*
IF WsTEQ.1) GO TO 50
IF IKTo61.1) 6O TO 52

50 PRXulo
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UX=O9
VSXFVF~t3 I
SK(I N=U.

52 LXN=(U AV +SU.RT t3AV /DAV2)*DT N

J XXWXJ2iXi

IF (RI*T(JoJ).) GO TO 30
T F ( T -rl - I) rRI IiIn**7

DEX=NN1(J+13'AUNNIU1(J-'-)-ON1()f*(XXN,-J*PI)I~ljp)/

JJ=J+,
HJTA4IH (1+14-

T B= T MIJLJ~LLG1 N01JL+

SIFN=DEN-i(JJ)*(~UN1J) GO TO EMTJJ30B

Q0 SK TN= O.

COEAVF2(CX+C1i(VSX1(+VF2)-VSV/4. )(XN-*l)P

SKINVSZ*F( 1-$2)*DN1Z J*2)(EI(J*B

DAVaID23+S2)/2o

IF(EAVI35+2)(PRNE+-R2)/PR)*DSV/4*1,1,

1~P~PRNFW*R=AtSRIAJ IN7IX
DENZUDENNEW *U46(AVUA-OR(AVDA)*SI

vS~uPSNG

VCOALL COEF1PR2DCEZVZZCZOG.,Z
GOREALUIU TOVUPht" SRa...L.*CEA

S~sVS2(I-VS)224N

- -SB+S2/2



DLN=L)ENNEW

VSMI.=VFSNEW 1-TD)Ii

E N 4D

SUE3ROUTIPE kPrP.92#DW2vT~i9VFSW2)
COM!'2fl' -JYelF'i-PORSP ,ETAVO
COrMiWON /MP*43lPWNPIbiPRtj1(201IUNI(2O1t)DENN1(2O1),VFSl(2O13,OSV,'

CC4'VON /,r4HUP.%P/To9,rTMNl(2o1),rTE!'M(20ol,51)

S.W1=VFS1 (1 )*( l-VFS1 (1) )/DENN1l(1) i
PRX=PRN1(1)

VSX=VFS1 (1)

Cx=C1

EX=E1 l
1U) DAV=(DX+D2)/2.

UAV~Ux/.*D TN

X=DXN/Pl

PRX2PRNI( I)+(PRNl( 1+1 )-PRNI (I) *( (X+1 -')
DENX=DENNI ( I + ( ENrJ1 ( 1+1 ) DEANjALL( * (I )*X + IL)..
UX=UN1 (I)+(U)N1(1+1 1-UN (1) )*( (X41 I-I
VS EI( -E I ( I + 1 -VF5 (SI (J~*LYtjJLj1

CALL COEF(PRXDEtIXVSXBXCXDX~t)UM11DUM2,EX)I

EAV=(EX+F2)/2o
S.DF.AV=(XA2JLS±i L *DSYI/s.
IF (REM.T(2)9LE.0.) GO TO 4U

S.K.1=DFNF (17* (UNL (2 "±2LL./.EMTL2.L±*3J
60 TO 15

AL.-;K II
15 PRNEW=PRX-DAV*S(QRT(BAV/DAV)*UX+DTN*COEAV-DTN*EAV*PUIý17*HI(2)*

GAVx(Gl+G2 1/2.I

TW2aD2/DEN2
SAV. 1Sdlh+sqW~M2 I.

& TAVZOSV*(TW1*VFS1I1I+TW-2xVFS1(1))/2a
vFnNFiw~vFs~t I .ISAV*(DN~if~N f1 I TAV*!2T
IF (VFSNEWJ.LE*.o. VFSNEWuV*
IF((At3SIPRNEW-PR2)/PR2)-J*.U3Q1)5,5,6

5 1Ff (Af35(OENNEw-DEN2)/UEN2D-O.UOO1)7i,7,6
7 1F(AdS(VFSNEW-VS2)-v3.vvuoUl)8,8,6
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UAN2jDPINEh
VS2 =YFSNEW.-~
CALI. COEF(PR29ý,~LN2,VS2d;2,C2,D2,C.2,H2,E2)

R ETUR N

CO'MMON /MHPWP/TOTEMNI(2'1),TEMtM(201951)

TI Ml 0.

r DTT2=(OELRi**2.)/(2.*DIFFU*(HO*LiEL, /CONDUC+1.-DELR/(2.*ROUT)))

I F(DTT-DTT2 )5 .596
A i)TT=flTT2

5 IF (DTT-(DT-TI,-1 ) )15, 15,16

15 CHNT=2.*DIFFU*DTT/(DELR**2*)

1CHNT*clI*DELR*TO*TENN( I )/COiNOLI'.+rHNT*(l *+DELR/(2.*RINI) )*TEVMA(I t2)

10 TNEwj(K)=(1-CHNT)*TE.¶-M(1I(J)+CHNT*(0.5+DELR/I4.*(RlIN+(K-1)*DELR)) )*

A6CD=TNEW(i(-1)-TNE~(i(
jE tA1ACf I7 To J-1 I 70T A

GO TO 10
A T1M~aT1M14flTT

17 TIMI-TIM2
DOf 7 Mu1..C

7 TEMMII,*i)*TNE*A(M)
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APPENDIX VIr REPETITIVE FIRE CG4PUTER PROGRAM LISTING

fThis program requires input, from the single shot program, of heattransfer coefficient (HP) and gas temperature (TG) as a function of time
* after propellant ignition (TIMEP) at a partiLulax x location. It calculates

barrel temperatures at that x location as'a function of time for repeated
-* firings assuming HP and TG are the same for each cycle. A cyclic time of0.060 second is taken. All units are in the metric systom (meter, kilo-

grams, seconds, kilocalorie, 0Kelvin)

2* DIT-NS104~ ABA(16)/3.1g1422.6,3105.9f4'40Q,12.576,j5.71 36, 18.85191,21

64* 21'117*1o875#509249a1/
5* D1IM7NSI0'4 AAP(5#301)

8* 0I4=-NSIO~4 AAP4(2O.3O1)

6* ______ ______ __UoH vK MA

_151 TE%4(I)=TAmB
16* J~

_12A 4 &DO 3 J~jL, ST4jAY
Is* REA)(3) 4P(J)#TG(J)tTIMEP(J)

20* JI:JI'+l
21* IF (JKIEG*Q 2) GO TO 4
22* 98 PT=I1
23* TIM1W0,
214* K=

26* KR:3.
IM 1K=~F1GOT10

29* ~9 IF(KT.GE.I(TMAX) 0Tlo
30*IF (K~D*Q91) G0 TO '41,

i1* IF (ICRNE. 1001)) GO To 202
32* 41 ATKJ)TE~ml1)
33* A2LSK):TIME1

____ 202 H:(4P(I(T)444P(KT+1))/2.
360 - T'T- 'E(T4)-T MEP(KT)
37* 100a TI41=0
38* DTTI=1flLR**2*)/(R**DIFFU.(44I *DEL.R/CONnUlC+I.eDELR/a29*R:N)))

1400 3JT:=JTTZ
141* IF()TT_3jUT)5#5*8

144* 16 DTTZDT-TI~41

460TN~q1)=:1.-CHNT*cNI*oEL§/Cp JDUC4140ULR/(2.*RIN) )).TE"44( 0+,
'47* J;N'*J*ZRT(T IC04OUC4CHNTO(*(1,DELR/(29**RN) )*TVI'4( 2)
46* K92 K*NT(,*~RI.(1,KI*EM)1
449* to TNE0(K):(1.CH4NT)*TE4P4( K+HT(o+ER(o(I+Kw)D~l
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1. ~SU3RGUTI4J7 RU'4c3,AsJ)
2* COWI-ON/RL7 AAt

5* AAF=1./C8*3)

AArt=Szq((s7.296*(~3)+45)'A9),
8* ~AA1:AAE*(AAH4.AAF*AAG)

AAJ=AAr* (AAS-AAFs'AAI4)
lOP RETURNj

2* ~COP4N I RL/A

8* IF A9s(F) .LT* 0#0001) SO TO 2
9* JZJ4 4

10* 3=D*_J_*2_

11* E=E'11./J)
12*G:+

14* p Z=(2,P7./22.)*(A*(.57721+ALOG(C/
2e))+G)
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16* END

1* SU3ROUTINE 4U~4(C)
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5*G1
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Is SUBROUTINE TAI(TEMMPiAPAACPAAD)
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5* :) 10 J210301
6* T!W*'-7MM(J)IOO7O15
7* IF (9 *I.F 6) GO TO 20

9* 00 TO 30

11* ~CALL. CU~4(d3AY)

13* In CONTINJUE
to 'hR-iogil

150 END22
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584 8 TIM2=TIM11+DTT
59* TJMIT1:I42
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73s 912 DO? 7 m1,i(

1!* 7Em~)TWM

75* 1003 IF(TI%42.LT.DT) 0O TO 5
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116* 9111 CONTrINUJE117* _____ TI
11- )O 99o-1
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154* WRITE 1111I1,o

155* WRITE (11) (TE44(I=eIv301)
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157* 9999 EN:
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20 COMM357j YLAA
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END
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in CONTINUE
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